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Introduction

Blended learning is commonly understood as a  synergistic combination of standard classroom

teaching and experiential learning through projects, field works and practical including student

self study facilitated through appropriate guidance by teachers. For BA English honours the

entire second unit of each subject and paper is earmarked for students' self study. Therefore no

regular classroom teaching shall be held for the 2nd unit of each paper. Synergetic combination

of textbooks and e-learning resources like PPTs, recorded video  lectures, animated videos etc

shall be prescribed to students for self study.

To ensure proper self study, teachers shall provide necessary guidance to the students through

4/5 classes in physical classroom teaching mode.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

This module will provide a comprehensive view of 20th century literature.

This module aims at acquainting the students with the literature of Britain in the 20th century

focusing on the modernist canon in poetry and literary criticism.

This will enable you to analyse, identify and appreciate Modernist poetry.

Students will be aware of War Poetry, its tradition past and present.

The students will be able to understand the concept of literary Criticism through the essay of  TS

Eliot.
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About the Poet

T.S. Eliot, in full Thomas Stearns Eliot, (born September 26, 1888, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.—died
January 4, 1965, London, England), American-English poet, playwright, literary critic, and editor,
a leader of the Modernist movement in poetry in such works as The Waste Land (1922) and Four
Quartets (1943). Eliot exercised a strong influence on Anglo-American culture from the 1920s
until late in the century. His experiments in diction, style, and versification revitalized English
poetry, and in a series of critical essays he shattered old orthodoxies and erected new ones. The
publication of Four Quartets led to his recognition as the greatest living English poet and man of
letters, and in 1948 he was awarded both the Order of Merit and the Nobel Prize for Literature.

Early years

Eliot was descended from a distinguished New England family that had relocated to St. Louis,
Missouri. His family allowed him the widest education available in his time, with no influence
from his father to be “practical” and to go into business. From Smith Academy in St. Louis he
went to Milton, in Massachusetts; from Milton he entered Harvard in 1906; he received a B.A. in
1909, after three instead of the usual four years. The men who influenced him at Harvard were
George Santayana, the philosopher and poet, and the critic Irving Babbitt. From Babbitt he
derived an anti-Romantic attitude that, amplified by his later reading of British philosophers F.H.
Bradley and T.E. Hulme, lasted through his life. In the academic year 1909–10 he was an assistant
in philosophy at Harvard.

He spent the year 1910–11 in France, attending Henri Bergson’s lectures in philosophy at the
Sorbonne and reading poetry with Alain-Fournier. Eliot’s study of the poetry of Dante, of the
English writers John Webster and John Donne, and of the French Symbolist Jules Laforgue helped
him to find his own style. From 1911 to 1914 he was back at Harvard, reading Indian philosophy
and studying Sanskrit. In 1913 he read Bradley’s Appearance and Reality; by 1916 he had
finished, in Europe, a dissertation entitled “Knowledge and Experience in the Philosophy of F.H.
Bradley.” But World War I had intervened, and he never returned to Harvard to take the final oral
examination for the Ph.D. degree. In 1914 Eliot met and began a close association with the
American poet Ezra Pound.

Early publications

Eliot was to pursue four careers: editor, dramatist, literary critic, and philosophical poet. He was
probably the most erudite poet of his time in the English language. His undergraduate poems
were “literary” and conventional. His first important publication, and the first masterpiece of
Modernism in English, was “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” (1915):

"Let us go then, you and I,

When the evening is spread out against the sky

Like a patient etherized upon a table.…"
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Although Pound had printed privately a small book, A lume spento, as early as 1908, “Prufrock”
was the first poem by either of these literary revolutionists to go beyond experiment to achieve
perfection. It represented a break with the immediate past as radical as that of Samuel Taylor
Coleridge and William Wordsworth in Lyrical Ballads (1798). From the appearance of Eliot’s first
volume, Prufrock and Other Observations, in 1917, one may conveniently date the maturity of
the 20th-century poetic revolution. The significance of the revolution is still disputed, but the
striking similarity to the Romantic revolution of Coleridge and Wordsworth is obvious: Eliot and
Pound, like their 18th-century counterparts, set about reforming poetic diction. Whereas
Wordsworth thought he was going back to the “real language of men,” Eliot struggled to create
new verse rhythms based on the rhythms of contemporary speech. He sought a poetic diction
that might be spoken by an educated person, being “neither pedantic nor vulgar.”

For a year Eliot taught French and Latin at the Highgate School; in 1917 he began his brief career
as a bank clerk in Lloyds Bank Ltd. Meanwhile, he was also a prolific reviewer and essayist in
both literary criticism and technical philosophy. In 1919 he published Poems, which contained
the poem “Gerontion,” a meditative interior monologue in blank verse; nothing like this poem
had appeared in English.

The Waste Land and criticism

With the publication in 1922 of his poem The Waste Land, Eliot won an international reputation.
The Waste Land expresses with great power the disenchantment, disillusionment, and disgust of
the period after World War I. In a series of vignettes, loosely linked by the legend of the search
for the Grail, it portrays a sterile world of panicky fears and barren lusts, and of human beings
waiting for some sign or promise of redemption. The poem’s style is highly complex, erudite, and
allusive, and the poet provided notes and references to explain the work’s many quotations and
allusions. This scholarly supplement distracted some readers and critics from perceiving the true
originality of the poem, which lay rather in its rendering of the universal human predicament of
man desiring salvation, and in its manipulation of language, than in its range of literary
references. In his earlier poems Eliot had shown himself to be a master of the poetic phrase. The
Waste Land showed him to be, in addition, a metrist of great virtuosity, capable of astonishing
modulations ranging from the sublime to the conversational.

The Waste Land consists of five sections and proceeds on a principle of “rhetorical discontinuity”
that reflects the fragmented experience of the 20th-century sensibility of the great modern
cities of the West. Eliot expresses the hopelessness and confusion of purpose of life in the
secularized city, the decay of urbs aeterna (the “eternal city”). This is the ultimate theme of The
Waste Land, concretized by the poem’s constant rhetorical shifts and its juxtapositions of
contrasting styles. But The Waste Land is not a simple contrast of the heroic past with the
degraded present; it is, rather, a timeless simultaneous awareness of moral grandeur and moral
evil. The poem’s original manuscript of about 800 lines was cut down to 433 at the suggestion of
Ezra Pound. The Waste Land is not Eliot’s greatest poem, though it is his most famous.
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Eliot said that the poet-critic must write “programmatic criticism”—that is, criticism that
expresses the poet’s own interests as a poet, quite different from historical scholarship, which
stops at placing the poet in his background. Consciously intended or not, Eliot’s criticism created
an atmosphere in which his own poetry could be better understood and appreciated than if it
had to appear in a literary milieu dominated by the standards of the preceding age. In the essay
“Tradition and the Individual Talent,” appearing in his first critical volume, The Sacred Wood
(1920), Eliot asserts that tradition, as used by the poet, is not a mere repetition of the work of
the immediate past (“novelty is better than repetition,” he said); rather, it comprises the whole
of European literature, from Homer to the present. The poet writing in English may therefore
make his own tradition by using materials from any past period, in any language. This point of
view is “programmatic” in the sense that it disposes the reader to accept the revolutionary
novelty of Eliot’s polyglot quotations and serious parodies of other poets’ styles in The Waste
Land.

Also in The Sacred Wood, “Hamlet and His Problems” sets forth Eliot’s theory of the objective
correlative:

"The only way of expressing emotion in the form of art is by finding an “objective correlative”; in
other words, a set of objects, a situation, a chain of events which shall be the formula for that
particular emotion; such that, when the external facts, which must terminate in sensory
experience, are given, the emotion is immediately evoked."

Eliot used the phrase “objective correlative” in the context of his own impersonal theory of
poetry; it thus had an immense influence toward correcting the vagueness of late Victorian
rhetoric by insisting on a correspondence of word and object. Two other essays, first published
the year after The Sacred Wood, almost complete the Eliot critical canon: “The Metaphysical
Poets” and “Andrew Marvell,” published in Selected Essays, 1917–32 (1932). In these essays he
effects a new historical perspective on the hierarchy of English poetry, putting at the top Donne
and other Metaphysical poets of the 17th century and lowering poets of the 18th and 19th
centuries. Eliot’s second famous phrase appears here—“dissociation of sensibility,” invented to
explain the change that came over English poetry after Donne and Andrew Marvell. This change
seems to him to consist in a loss of the union of thought and feeling. The phrase has been
attacked, yet the historical fact that gave rise to it cannot be denied, and with the poetry of Eliot
and Pound it had a strong influence in reviving interest in certain 17th-century poets.

The first, or programmatic, phase of Eliot’s criticism ended with The Use of Poetry and the Use
of Criticism (1933)—his Charles Eliot Norton lectures at Harvard. Shortly before this his interests
had broadened into theology and sociology; three short books, or long essays, were the result:
Thoughts After Lambeth (1931), The Idea of a Christian Society (1939), and Notes Towards the
Definition of Culture (1948). These book-essays, along with his Dante (1929), an indubitable
masterpiece, broadened the base of literature into theology and philosophy: whether a work is
poetry must be decided by literary standards; whether it is great poetry must be decided by
standards higher than the literary.
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Eliot’s criticism and poetry are so interwoven that it is difficult to discuss them separately. The
great essay on Dante appeared two years after Eliot was confirmed in the Church of England
(1927); in that year he also became a British subject. The first long poem after his conversion
was Ash Wednesday (1930), a religious meditation in a style entirely different from that of any of
the earlier poems. Ash Wednesday expresses the pangs and the strain involved in the
acceptance of religious belief and religious discipline. This and subsequent poems were written
in a more relaxed, musical, and meditative style than his earlier works, in which the dramatic
element had been stronger than the lyrical. Ash Wednesday was not well received in an era that
held that poetry, though autonomous, is strictly secular in its outlook; it was misinterpreted by
some critics as an expression of personal disillusion.

Later poetry and plays of T.S. Eliot

Eliot’s masterpiece is Four Quartets, which was issued as a book in 1943, though each “quartet”
is a complete poem. “Burnt Norton” was the first of the quartets; it had appeared in the
Collected Poems of 1936. It is a subtle meditation on the nature of time and its relation to
eternity. On the model of this, Eliot wrote three more poems—“East Coker” (1940), “The Dry
Salvages” (1941), and “Little Gidding” (1942)—in which he explored through images of great
beauty and haunting power his own past, the past of the human race, and the meaning of
human history. Each of the poems was self-subsistent, but when published together they were
seen to make up a single work, in which themes and images recurred and were developed in a
musical manner and brought to a final resolution. This work made a deep impression on the
reading public, and even those who were unable to accept the poems’ Christian beliefs
recognized the intellectual integrity with which Eliot pursued his high theme, the originality of
the form he had devised, and the technical mastery of his verse. This work led to the award to
Eliot, in 1948, of the Nobel Prize for Literature.

An outstanding example of Eliot’s verse in Four Quartets is the passage in “Little Gidding” in
which the poet meets a “compound ghost,” a figure composite of two of his masters: William
Butler Yeats and Stéphane Mallarmé. The scene takes place at dawn in London after a night on
duty at an air-raid post during an air attack; the master speaks in conclusion:

From wrong to wrong the exasperated spirit

Proceeds, unless restored by that refining fire

Where you must move in measure, like a dancer.

The day was breaking. In the disfigured street

He left me, with a kind of valediction,

And faded on the blowing of the horn.
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The passage is 72 lines, in modified terza rima; the diction is as near to that of Dante as is
possible in English; and it is a fine example of Eliot’s belief that a poet can be entirely original
when he is closest to his models.

Eliot’s plays, which begin with Sweeney Agonistes (published 1926; first performed in 1934) and
end with The Elder Statesman (first performed 1958; published 1959), are, with the exception of
Murder in the Cathedral (published and performed 1935), inferior to the lyric and meditative
poetry. Eliot’s belief that even secular drama attracts people who unconsciously seek a religion
led him to put drama above all other forms of poetry. All his plays are in a blank verse of his own
invention, in which the metrical effect is not apprehended apart from the sense; thus he brought
“poetic drama” back to the popular stage. The Family Reunion (1939) and Murder in the
Cathedral are Christian tragedies—the former a tragedy of revenge, the latter of the sin of pride.
Murder in the Cathedral is a modern miracle play on the martyrdom of Thomas Becket. The
most striking feature of this, his most successful play, is the use of a chorus in the traditional
Greek manner to make apprehensible to common humanity the meaning of the heroic action.
The Family Reunion (1939) was less popular. It contains scenes of great poignancy and some of
the finest dramatic verse since the Elizabethans, but the public found this translation of the story
of Orestes into a modern domestic drama baffling and was uneasy at the mixture of
psychological realism, mythical apparitions at a drawing-room window, and a comic chorus of
uncles and aunts.

After World War II, Eliot returned to writing plays with The Cocktail Party in 1949, The
Confidential Clerk in 1953, and The Elder Statesman in 1958. These plays are comedies in which
the plots are derived from Greek drama. In them Eliot accepted current theatrical conventions at
their most conventional, subduing his style to a conversational level and eschewing the lyrical
passages that gave beauty to his earlier plays. Only The Cocktail Party, which is based upon the
Alcestis of Euripides, achieved a popular success. In spite of their obvious theatrical defects and
a failure to engage the sympathies of the audience for the characters, these plays succeed in
handling moral and religious issues of some complexity while entertaining the audience with
farcical plots and some shrewd social satire.

Eliot’s career as editor was ancillary to his main interests, but his quarterly review, The Criterion
(1922–39), was the most distinguished international critical journal of the period. He was a
“director,” or working editor, of the publishing firm of Faber & Faber Ltd. from the early 1920s
until his death and as such was a generous and discriminating patron of young poets.

Eliot rigorously kept his private life in the background. In 1915 he married Vivien Haigh-Wood.
After 1933 she was mentally ill, and they lived apart; she died in 1947. In January 1957 he
married Valerie Fletcher, with whom he lived happily until his death and who became his literary
executor. She was responsible for releasing a range of editions of Eliot’s work and letters, and
she also approved Andrew Lloyd Webber’s adaptation of Eliot’s light verse from Old Possum’s
Book of Practical Cats (1939) into the musical Cats (1981).
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From the 1920s onward, Eliot’s influence as a poet and as a critic—in both Great Britain and the
United States—was immense, not least among those establishing the study of English literature
as an autonomous academic discipline. He also had his detractors, ranging from avant-garde
American poets who believed that he had abandoned the attempt to write about contemporary
America to traditional English poets who maintained that he had broken the links between
poetry and a large popular audience. During his lifetime, however, his work was the subject of
much sympathetic exegesis. Since his death (and coinciding with a wider challenge to the
academic study of English literature that his critical precepts did much to establish), interpreters
have been markedly more critical, focusing on his complex relationship to his American origins,
his elitist cultural and social views, and his exclusivist notions of tradition and of race.
Nevertheless, Eliot was unequaled by any other 20th-century poet in the ways in which he
commanded the attention of his audience.(https://www.britannica.com/biography/T-S-Eliot)

Major works

Poetry

● Prufrock and Other Observations (1917)
○ The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
○ Portrait of a Lady
○ Preludes
○ Rhapsody on a Windy Night
○ Morning at the Window
○ The Boston Evening Transcript (about the Boston Evening Transcript)

● Poems (1920)
○ Gerontion
○ Burbank with a Baedeker: Bleistein with a Cigar
○ Sweeney Erect
○ A Cooking Egg
○ The Hippopotamus
○ Whispers of Immortality
○ Mr. Eliot's Sunday Morning Service
○ Sweeney Among the Nightingales

● The Waste Land (1922)
● The Hollow Men (1925)
● Ariel Poems (1927–1954)

○ Journey of the Magi (1927)
○ A Song for Simeon (1928)
○ Animula (1929)
○ Marina (1930)
○ Triumphal March (1931)
○ The Cultivation of Christmas Trees (1954)

● Ash Wednesday (1930)
● Coriolan (1931)
● Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats (1939)
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● The Marching Song of the Pollicle Dogs and Billy M'Caw: The Remarkable Parrot (1939) in The Queen's
Book of the Red Cross

● Four Quartets (1945)
● Macavity:The Mystery Cat

Plays

● Sweeney Agonistes (published in 1926, first performed in 1934)
● The Rock (1934)
● Murder in the Cathedral (1935)
● The Family Reunion (1939)
● The Cocktail Party (1949)
● The Confidential Clerk (1953)
● The Elder Statesman (first performed in 1958, published in 1959)

Non-fiction

● Christianity & Culture (1939, 1948)
● The Second-Order Mind (1920)
● Tradition and the Individual Talent (1920)
● The Sacred Wood: Essays on Poetry and Criticism (1920)

○ "Hamlet and His Problems"
● Homage to John Dryden (1924)
● Shakespeare and the Stoicism of Seneca (1928)
● For Lancelot Andrewes (1928)
● Dante (1929)
● Selected Essays, 1917-1932 (1932)
● The Use of Poetry and the Use of Criticism (1933)
● After Strange Gods (1934)
● Elizabethan Essays (1934)
● Essays Ancient and Modern (1936)
● The Idea of a Christian Society (1939)
● A Choice of Kipling's Verse (1941) made by Eliot, with an essay on Rudyard Kipling
● Notes Towards the Definition of Culture (1948)
● Poetry and Drama (1951)
● The Three Voices of Poetry (1954)
● The Frontiers of Criticism (1956)
● On Poetry and Poets (1943)
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The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock

BY T. S. ELIOT

S’io credesse che mia risposta fosse
A persona che mai tornasse al mondo,
Questa fiamma staria senza piu scosse.
Ma percioche giammai di questo fondo
Non torno vivo alcun, s’i’odo il vero,
Senza tema d’infamia ti rispondo.

1. Let us go then, you and I,
2. When the evening is spread out against the sky
3. Like a patient etherized upon a table;
4. Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets,
5. The muttering retreats
6. Of restless nights in one-night cheap hotels
7. And sawdust restaurants with oyster-shells:
8. Streets that follow like a tedious argument
9. Of insidious intent
10. To lead you to an overwhelming question ...
11. Oh, do not ask, “What is it?”
12. Let us go and make our visit.

13. In the room the women come and go
14. Talking of Michelangelo.

15. The yellow fog that rubs its back upon the window-panes,
16. The yellow smoke that rubs its muzzle on the window-panes,
17. Licked its tongue into the corners of the evening,
18. Lingered upon the pools that stand in drains,
19. Let fall upon its back the soot that falls from chimneys,
20. Slipped by the terrace, made a sudden leap,
21. And seeing that it was a soft October night,
22. Curled once about the house, and fell asleep.

23. And indeed there will be time
24. For the yellow smoke that slides along the street,
25. Rubbing its back upon the window-panes;
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26. There will be time, there will be time
27. To prepare a face to meet the faces that you meet;
28. There will be time to murder and create,
29. And time for all the works and days of hands
30. That lift and drop a question on your plate;
31. Time for you and time for me,
32. And time yet for a hundred indecisions,
33. And for a hundred visions and revisions,
34. Before the taking of a toast and tea.

35. In the room the women come and go
36. Talking of Michelangelo.

37. And indeed there will be time
38. To wonder, “Do I dare?” and, “Do I dare?”
39. Time to turn back and descend the stair,
40. With a bald spot in the middle of my hair —
41. (They will say: “How his hair is growing thin!”)
42. My morning coat, my collar mounting firmly to the chin,
43. My necktie rich and modest, but asserted by a simple pin —
44. (They will say: “But how his arms and legs are thin!”)
45. Do I dare
46. Disturb the universe?
47. In a minute there is time
48. For decisions and revisions which a minute will reverse.

49. For I have known them all already, known them all:
50. Have known the evenings, mornings, afternoons,
51. I have measured out my life with coffee spoons;
52. I know the voices dying with a dying fall
53. Beneath the music from a farther room.
54. So how should I presume?

55. And I have known the eyes already, known them all—
56. The eyes that fix you in a formulated phrase,
57. And when I am formulated, sprawling on a pin,
58. When I am pinned and wriggling on the wall,
59. Then how should I begin
60. To spit out all the butt-ends of my days and ways?
61. And how should I presume?

62. And I have known the arms already, known them all—
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63. Arms that are braceleted and white and bare
64. (But in the lamplight, downed with light brown hair!)
65. Is it perfume from a dress
66. That makes me so digress?
67. Arms that lie along a table, or wrap about a shawl.
68. And should I then presume?
69. And how should I begin?

70. Shall I say, I have gone at dusk through narrow streets
71. And watched the smoke that rises from the pipes
72. Of lonely men in shirt-sleeves, leaning out of windows? ...

73. I should have been a pair of ragged claws
74. Scuttling across the floors of silent seas.

75. And the afternoon, the evening, sleeps so peacefully!
76. Smoothed by long fingers,
77. Asleep ... tired ... or it malingers,
78. Stretched on the floor, here beside you and me.
79. Should I, after tea and cakes and ices,
80. Have the strength to force the moment to its crisis?
81. But though I have wept and fasted, wept and prayed,
82. Though I have seen my head (grown slightly bald) brought in upon a platter,
83. I am no prophet — and here’s no great matter;
84. I have seen the moment of my greatness flicker,
85. And I have seen the eternal Footman hold my coat, and snicker,
86. And in short, I was afraid.

87. And would it have been worth it, after all,
88. After the cups, the marmalade, the tea,
89. Among the porcelain, among some talk of you and me,
90. Would it have been worth while,
91. To have bitten off the matter with a smile,
92. To have squeezed the universe into a ball
93. To roll it towards some overwhelming question,
94. To say: “I am Lazarus, come from the dead,
95. Come back to tell you all, I shall tell you all”—
96. If one, settling a pillow by her head
97. Should say: “That is not what I meant at all;
98. That is not it, at all.”

99. And would it have been worth it, after all,
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100. Would it have been worth while,
101. After the sunsets and the dooryards and the sprinkled streets,
102. After the novels, after the teacups, after the skirts that trail along the floor—
103. And this, and so much more?—
104. It is impossible to say just what I mean!
105. But as if a magic lantern threw the nerves in patterns on a screen:
106. Would it have been worth while
107. If one, settling a pillow or throwing off a shawl,
108. And turning toward the window, should say:
109. “That is not it at all,
110. That is not what I meant, at all.”

111. No! I am not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be;
112. Am an attendant lord, one that will do
113. To swell a progress, start a scene or two,
114. Advise the prince; no doubt, an easy tool,
115. Deferential, glad to be of use,
116. Politic, cautious, and meticulous;
117. Full of high sentence, but a bit obtuse;
118. At times, indeed, almost ridiculous—
119. Almost, at times, the Fool.

120. I grow old ... I grow old ...
121. I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled.

122. Shall I part my hair behind?   Do I dare to eat a peach?
123. I shall wear white flannel trousers, and walk upon the beach.
124. I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each.

125. I do not think that they will sing to me.

126. I have seen them riding seaward on the waves
127. Combing the white hair of the waves blown back
128. When the wind blows the water white and black.
129. We have lingered in the chambers of the sea
130. By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown
131. Till human voices wake us, and we drown.

Source: Collected Poems 1909-1962 (1963)
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Analysis of The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock

T.s. Eliot Started Writing "Prufrock Among the Women" in 1909 as a graduate student at
Harvard. He revised it over the next couple of years, changing the title to "The Love Song of J.
Alfred Prufrock" along the way. First published in the Chicago magazine Poetry in June 1915,
"Prufrock" later headlined Eliot's first book of poetry, Prufrock and Other Observations (1917).
The collection established Eliot's reputation as a Modernist poet to be reckoned with, and
"Prufrock" detailed many of the techniques and themes

Eliot would expand with "The Waste Land" and later works: vocal fragmentation and
allusiveness, a precision of imagery borrowed from the 19th-century French Symbolists, a
condemnation of the sterility of the modern world, and a dry, self-conscious wit.

The poem is very much a young man's work, though its speaker, through dramatic monologue, is
a presumably middle-aged man. The farcical "J. Alfred Prufrock" name echoes Eliot's style at the
time of signing his name "T. Stearns Eliot," and we can assume that Eliot shared at least some of
Prufrock's anxieties over women, though he clearly satirizes Prufrock's neuroses (and, thus, his
own) at points in the poem. However, this remains a dangerous assumption, as Eliot famously
maintained in his essay "Tradition and the Individual Talent" that the "progress of an artist is a
continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality

Themes

Prufrockian paralysis

Paralysis, the incapacity to act, has been the Achilles heel of many famous, mostly male, literary
characters. Shakespeare's Hamlet is the paragon of paralysis; unable to sort through his waffling,
anxious mind, Hamlet makes a decisive action only at the end of "Hamlet." Eliot parodically
updates Hamlet's paralysis to the modern world in "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock."
Parodically, because Prufrock's paralysis is not over murder and the state of a corrupt kingdom, but
whether he should "dare to eat a peach" (122) in front of high-society women.

Indeed, Prufrock's paralysis revolves around his social and sexual anxieties, the two usually tied
together. Eliot intended Prufrock's name to resound of a "prude" in a "frock," and the hero's
emasculation shows up in a number of physical areas: "his arms and legs are thin" (44) and,
notably, "his hair is growing thin" (41). The rest of the poem is a catalogue of Prufrock's inability to
act; he does not, "after tea and cakes and ices, / Have the strength to force the moment to its
crisis" (79-80).
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The original title of the poem was "Prufrock Among the Women," and Prufrock, as a balding, weak,
neurotic, effete intellectual, is both baffled and intimidated by women. Perhaps the central image
of his anxiety is his being "pinned and wriggling on the wall" (58) under the unflinching gaze of
women (exacerbated since the women's eyes, much like their "Arms that are braceleted and white
and bare" [63], seem eerily disconnected from their bodies). At least here the women seem to be
paying attention to him, however hostile they may be. By the end of the poem, Prufrock feels
ostracized from the society of women, the "mermaids singing, each to each. / I do not think that
they will sing to me" (124-125). Interestingly, Prufrock's obsession with his bald spot rears its ugly
head here; the beautiful, vain mermaids comb the "white hair of the waves blown back" (127). As
hair is a symbol of virility, Eliot suggests that Prufrock's paralysis is deeply rooted in psychosexual
anxiety.

Yet Prufrock admits he is not even "Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be; / Am an attendant lord /
Almost, at times, the Fool" (111-112, 119). At best he is the doddering Polonius from "Hamlet," or
a generic clown. He is a modern tragic hero, which is to say he is a mock-hero whose concerns are
pathetic yet still real. The final six lines of the poem comprise a sestet that somewhat echoes the
Petrarchan sonnet, yet Prufrock, unlike Petrarch, does not have an ideal, unrequited love like Laura;
he has a very real anxiety about all women.

Temporal repetition and anxiety
Prufrock's paralysis (see Prufrockian paralysis, above) roots itself in the poem's structure. Eliot
deploys several refrains, such as "In the room the women come and go / Talking of Michelangelo"
(13-14, 35-36) and "And would it have been worth it, after all" (87, 99), to underscore Prufrock's
tendency to get stuck on a problem. Just when we believe Prufrock has waded through the
"hundred visions and revisions" (33) and come to a conclusion, he echoes a line from the beginning
of the stanza. For instance, the double "'at all'" from the woman's "'That is not it at all, / That is not
what I meant, at all'" (109-110) provides the answer for Prufrock's original question of "And would
it have been worth it, after all" (no, evidently).

The refrains and echoes indicate Prufrock's entrapment in the present tense, but Eliot notes his
hero's other temporal afflictions. The swinging rhythm of the poem - at times rhymed for long
stretches, often not - hints at a confusing, chaotic sense of time within Prufrock's head. The
confusion establishes itself in the "And would it have been worth it, after all" line. By using the
perfect conditional tense, Prufrock deludes himself into thinking he has made a decision and is
now reviewing it.

This delusion only masks Prufrock's greater anxiety about the future and aging. Already
characterized as having lost the luster of youth (and pathetically trying to approximate the
bohemian style of rolling his trousers), the only thing Prufrock marches toward decisively is death.
The poem's epigraph from Dante's Inferno casts a deathly pallor over the proceedings, and
Prufrock seems already in his own nightmarish afterlife. The two allusions to Andrew Marvell's
poem "To His Coy Mistress" ironically comment on Prufrock's attitude toward life. In the poem, the
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speaker urges his lady to have sex with him while they are still young and alive. Prufrock's allusions,
however - "And indeed there will be time" (23) and "Would it have been worth while, / To have
squeezed the universe into a ball" (90, 92) - reinforce his fixation on paralysis rather than sex. He
deludes himself into thinking he has plenty of time left, and thus does not need to act; death
looms, though, however much he wants to deny it. Sex, of course, reproduces new life while death
ends it; Prufrock is somewhere in the middle, gradually advancing on the latter.

Fragmentation
One of the key terms in Modernist literature, fragmentation is the accumulation of numerous and
varied - often to chaotic effect - signs (words, images, sounds). James Joyce's Ulysses, with
fragments as obscure as specific letters that course meaningfully throughout the novel, is possibly
the defining fragmented Modernist work. But it is so successful because the Modernists also
believed that meaning could be made out of these fragments. To quote from Eliot's "The
Wasteland," possibly the defining Modernist poem: "These fragments I have shored against my
ruins" (431). From the ruins of fragments, some coherence can be established; only this gives the
chaos of modern life hope.

Prufrock concerns itself with fragmentation, yet it does not quite have the hopefulness of "The
Wasteland" (it should be noted that many readers do not see this optimism behind the finale of
"The Wasteland"). The city Prufrock lives in is itself fragmented, a scattered collection of "Streets
that follow like a tedious argument" (8) above which "lonely men in shirt-sleeves" (72) lean out of
their isolated windows. The population is fragmented, lost and alone; even the sterile skyline
resembles a "patient etherized upon a table" (3).

Eliot achieves much of this fragmentation through his exquisite imagery. Whether it is the
subliminal comparison between the fog "that rubs its muzzle on the windowpanes" (16) and feline
movement, a self-conscious dissection of how women's eyes have Prufrock "pinned and wriggling
on the wall" (58), or Prufrock's self-debasement as a "pair of ragged claws" (73), the images in
"Prufrock" are specific and symbolic. Eliot takes a cue from the 19th-century French Symbolists -
Charles Baudelaire, Arthur Rimbaud, Stephene Mallarme, and particularly Jules Laforgue - who
believed that life should be represented in literature through symbolic, and not realistic, forms.
Eliot uses what he has referred to as the "objective correlative," in which he grafts emotional
meaning onto otherwise concrete objects, such as the cat, an insect specimen (the pin), and the
crab's claws. His intent behind these fragmented images is, as he has argued in his essay "Tradition
and the Individual Talent," that the "progress of an artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a continual
extinction of personality." Out of the fragmented images we come away with a coherent analysis of
Prufrock-the-character, not of Eliot-the-poet.

Augmenting our appreciation of the fragmented Prufrock is insight into his mind and voice. His
mind is perhaps more easily represented; all over the place, interrupted by self-interrogation and
self-consciousness, looping back on itself, Prufrock's train of thought is deeply fragmented. But his
voice is Eliot's greater achievement, one that sows the seeds for "The Wasteland." What is
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Prufrock's voice, poetically speaking? It is difficult to answer because it is a combination of so many
historic poetic voices. The poem comes in the form of a dramatic monologue, a form that is usually
fit for a resonant speaking voice (and one that extinguishes the personality of the poet, too). But
"Prufrock" has a chorus of fragmented voices - the epigraph to Dante, the frequent allusions to the
Bible, Shakespeare, and many poetic predecessors - which deny the existence of a solo voice. This,
then, is Prufrock's voice: a fragmentation of voices past and present that somehow harmonize. In
"The Wasteland," Eliot would go on to write a poem whose vocal origins are hugely varied and
hidden, much like Joyce's Ulysses.

Debasement and Hell
The opening image of the evening "spread out against the sky / Like a patient etherized upon a
table" (2-3) hints that what is lower down will be much worse. The epigraph from Dante's Inferno,
a work in which the hero descends into the nine successive levels of Hell, also suggests this
lowering of height and expectations. Indeed, Prufrock sweeps the reader on a generally downward
ride - from the skyline to street life, down stairs during a party, even to the sea floor. Prufrock
consistently feels worse about himself in these situations - the reference to "Scuttling across the
floors of silent seas" (74) is the ultimate in self-pitying - but they have more resonance when we
consider the Dante epigraph. Prufrock is descending into his own Hell, and he brings the reader
along with him for safety - just as Guido da Montefeltro tells Dante his story in Hell only because he
thinks Dante will never resurface and tell others about it. Fittingly, Prufrock switches from his
first-person singular narration to first-person plural in the last stanza: "We have lingered in the
chambers of the sea / By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown / Till human voices wake
us, and we drown" (129-131). For his final plunge, Prufrock wants to make sure that we, his
Dantesque listener, accompany him into his self-pitying Hell.

The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock Summary and Analysis of Lines 1 -36:

Lines 1-36 Summary:

J. Alfred Prufrock, a presumably middle-aged, intellectual, indecisive man, invites the reader
along with him through the modern city. He describes the street scene and notes a social
gathering of women discussing Renaissance artist Michelangelo. He describes yellow smoke and
fog outside the house of the gathering, and keeps insisting that there will be time to do many
things in the social world.

Analysis:

The title of the poem is Eliot's first hint that this is not a traditional love poem at all. "J. Alfred
Prufrock" is a farcical name, and Eliot wanted the subliminal connotation of a "prude" in a
"frock." (The original title was "Prufrock Among the Women.") This emasculation contributes to
a number of themes Eliot will explore revolving around paralysis and heroism, but the name also
has personal meaning for Eliot. He wrote the poem in 1909 while a graduate student at Harvard
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(though he revised it over the next few years, eventually publishing it in 1915 and in book form
in 1917), and at the time he signed his name as "T. Stearns Eliot."

While it would appear, then, that T. Stearns Eliot was using J. Alfred Prufrock as an alter ego to
explore his own emotions, this is not the case. Superficial differences aside - Eliot was a young
man in 1909, while Prufrock is balding and probably middle-aged - Eliot disdained poetry that
focused on the poet himself. He wrote in his essay "Tradition and the Individual Talent" that the
"progress of an artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality." He
crystallized his ideas about how to achieve this extinction of personality in another essay,
"Hamlet and His Problems": "The only way of expressing emotion in the form of art is by finding
an 'objective correlative'; in other words, a set of objects, a situation, a chain of events, which
shall be the formula of that particular emotion." Simply put, the objective correlative - a
tangible, concrete thing - assumes the emotional significance in a work of art; Eliot largely does
away with abstract emotional ruminations. The examples and ramifications of the objective
correlative in "Prufrock" will be discussed later.

Eliot first achieves the extinction of his personality by setting "Prufrock" in the poetic form of a
dramatic monologue. In this form, the speaker addresses another person and the reader plays
the part of the silent listener; often the dramatic monologue is freighted with irony, as the
speaker is partially unaware of what he reveals. Robert Browning, the undisputed master of the
dramatic monologue, exploited this possibility in his most famous dramatic monologue, "My Last
Duchess"; the reader learns much about the Duke that he has not intended to expose.

The dramatic monologue fell out of fashion in 20th-century Modernism after its 19th-century
Victorian invention. Eliot was a great believer in the historical value of art; in "Tradition and the
Individual Talent," he argued that "the poet must develop or procure the consciousness of the
past," especially the literary past. The epigraph is a quotation from Dante's Inferno (27.61-66),
and translates: "If I thought that my reply would be to one who would ever return to the world,
this flame would stay without further movement; but since none has ever returned alive from
this depth, if what I hear is true, I answer you without fear of infamy." The speaker, Guido da
Montefeltro, imprisoned in a flame in Hell, relates his shameful, evil life to Dante only because
he thinks Dante will never go back to earth and repeat it.

Before we analyze the Dante quote, it is important to note that Eliot's brand of Modernist poetry
sought to revive the literary past, as he argued for in "Tradition and the Individual Talent." His
poetry, including "Prufrock," is peppered with allusions to the Greeks, Shakespeare, the
Metaphysicals, and more. Eliot does not neglect the modern, however; it is often front and
center, usually with unfavorable comparisons to the past.

The unpleasant modern world is where "Prufrock" begins. Prufrock, much like da Montefeltro in
The Inferno, is confined to Hell; Prufrock's, however, is on earth, in a lonely, alienating city. The
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images of the city are sterile and deathly; the night sky looks "Like a patient etherized upon a
table" (3), while down below barren "half-deserted streets" (4) reveal "one-night cheap hotels /
And sawdust restaurants" (6-7). The use of enjambment, the running over of lines, further
conveys the labyrinthine spatiality of the city. Although Eliot does not explore the sterility of the
modern world as deeply here as he does in "The Wasteland" (1922), the images are undeniably
bleak and empty. Often overlooked in the opening salvo is that Prufrock's imagery progresses
from the general to the specific and, tellingly, from the elevated to the low. We go from a general
look at the skyline to the streets to a hotel room to sawdust-covered floors in restaurants. This
debasement continues throughout the poem, both literally in the verticality of the images and
figuratively in their emotional associations for Prufrock.

Indeed, emotional associations are key, since Eliot deploys the objective correlative technique
throughout the poem rather than dwell abstractly on Prufrock's feelings. The above images all
speak to some part of Prufrock's personality. The etherized patient, for instance, reflects his
paralysis (his inability to act) while the images of the city depict a certain lost loneliness. The
objective correlative switches to the "yellow fog that rubs its back upon the windowpanes" (14)
in the second stanza. Although Eliot said the fog was suggestive of the factory smoke from his
hometown St. Louis, the associations with a cat are obvious. Though Eliot was arguably the
greatest lover of cats ever to write poetry (he wrote a number of poems on them, and the
musical "Cats" is based on Eliot's work), here the feline correlation seems undesirable.

The fog/cat seems to be looking in on the roomful of fashionable women "talking of
Michelangelo" (13). Unable to enter, it lingers pathetically on the outside of the house, and we
can imagine Prufrock avoiding, yet desiring, physical contact in much the same way (albeit with
far less agility). Eliot again uses an image of physical debasement to explore Prufrock's
self-pitying state; the cat goes down from the high windowpanes to the "corners of the evening"
(17) to the "pools that stand in drains" (18), lets soot from the high chimneys fall on its back
(since it is lower down than the chimneys), then leaps from the terrace to the ground. While
Eliot appreciated the dignity of cats, this particular soot-blackened cat does not seem so
dignified. Rather, the cat appears weak, non-confrontational, and afraid to enter the house.
Moreover, Prufrock's prude-in-a-frock effeminacy emerges through the cat, as felines generally
have feminine associations.

Regardless of what one takes from these images, the bewildering collage points to another
technique Eliot and the Modernists pioneered: fragmentation. The Modernists felt their writing
should mirror their fractured and chaotic world. Fragmentation seems to imply a disordered lack
of meaning, but the Modernists resisted this instinct and suggested that meaning could be
excavated from the ruins. Just as we can make sense of the seemingly chaotic combination of a
14th-century Dante allusion and a 20th-century dramatic monologue, we can draw meaning
from the rapid-fire metropolitan montage Prufrock paints.
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Images and allusions are not the only fragmented features of "Prufrock." The rhythm of the lines
is deliberately irregular. At times in unrhymed free verse, Eliot occasionally rhymes for long
stretches (lines 4-12) and then not at all; his rhyme scheme itself seems like the confusing
"Streets that follow like a tedious argument" (8). He also twice uses the refrain of "In the room
the women come and go / Talking of Michelangelo" (13-14, 35-36), and often begins lines with
the word "And" (7, 23, 29 32, 33). As the word found in three of these lines implies - "time" (23,
29, 32) - the repetitions have something to do with Prufrock's relationship with time.

Prufrock indecisively cycles around even the smallest of concerns: "And time yet for a hundred
indecisions, / And for a hundred visions and revisions, / Before the taking of a toast and tea"
(32-34). He seems rooted in the present tense and this, according to Eliot and most Modernists,
is an unhealthy approach to time. The opening image of the evening "spread out" (2) against the
sky is an allusion to a metaphor frequently used in turn-of-the-century French philosopher Henri
Bergson's work Time and Free Will (1889). Bergson was a great influence on Eliot; the latter
attended the philosopher's lectures in Paris in 1910 and was influenced by his theories on
consciousness. In Time and Free Will, Bergson argues that time is a single, continuous, and
flowing "durée," or duration, rather than a succession of discrete steps with distinct tenses.

The only way to achieve this mental sense of duration, Bergson maintains, is through direct
intuition rather than indirect analysis. While much New Age philosophy and theory has hijacked
this idea - that one should feel rather than think is an appealing concept - the damaging effects
to Prufrock are evident. He is clearly a thinker, not a feeler, and his indecisive thoughts
contribute directly to his paralysis, perhaps the most important theme in the poem. As the
image of the cat unable to penetrate the house suggests, Prufrock cannot make a decision and
act on it. Instead of a flowing duration that integrates all of time, he is imprisoned in the present.

Prufrock's anxiety is rooted in the social world. Not only is he afraid to confront the woman
talking of Michelangelo (whose most famous sculpture, David, is the epitome of masculine
beauty, a daunting prospect for the flaccid Prufrock), he seems intimidated by the social
posturing he must engage in:

There will be time, there will be time

To prepare a face to meet the faces that you meet;

There will be time to murder and create,

And time for all the works and days of hands

That lift and drop a question on your plate;(26-29)
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The "works and days of hands" is a reference to 8th-century B.C. Greek poet Hesiod's poem
about the farming year, "Works and Days." Prufrock seems to resent the divergence between the
blistered hands of hard-working farmers and the smooth ones of social players, just as he dislikes
the masks people wear in the social arena ("To prepare a face"). His social anxiety assumes more
importance in the middle part of the poem.

The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock Summary and Analysis of Lines 37-86

Lines 37-86 Summary:

Prufrock agonizes over his social actions, worrying over how others will see him. He thinks about
women's arms and perfume, but does not know how to act. He walks through the streets and
watches lonely men leaning out their windows. The day passes at a social engagement but he
cannot muster the strength to act, and he admits that he is afraid.

Analysis:

Prufrock's social paralysis is diagnosed in these six stanzas. The smallest action - descending
stairs - is occasion for magnified self-scrutiny and the fear that he will "Disturb the universe"
(46). He continues asking himself questions about how to comport himself, but admits he will
reverse these decisions soon. His inaction is constantly tied to the social world: "Should I, after
tea and cakes and ices, / Have the strength to force the moment to its crisis?" (79-80) The
somewhat silly rhyme here underscores the absurdity of Prufrock's concerns.

Yet Eliot fleshes out Prufrock's character and makes his worries, however trivial, human.
Prufrock twice refers to his balding head, describes his plain, middle-aged clothing, and draws us
into his point-of-view of the social world. His eye is specific in its observation: "Arms that are
braceleted and white and bare / (But in the lamplight, downed with light brown hair!)" (63-64)
Although the first line is an allusion to the line "A bracelet of bright hair about the bone" from
John Donne's poem "The Relic," a line Eliot admires for its sharp contrast in his essay "The
Metaphysical Poets" (1921), the specificity of Prufrock's eye shows more the influence of the
19th-century French Symbolists, such as Charles Baudelaire, Arthur Rimbaud, Stephene
Mallarme, and particularly Jules Laforgue. (In fact, Eliot's repeating line about Michelangelo is a
somewhat parodic nod to a similar line by Laforgue about the masters of the Sienne school.) The
Symbolists butted heads with the Realist movement, believing life could be represented only by
symbols, however confusing or chaotic. Eliot's objective correlative serves a similar purpose,
expressing Prufrock's emotional life through concrete, oft-elusive symbols.

As detailed as Prufrock's eye is, he feels the effects of the penetrating social gaze far more
deeply:
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And I have known the eyes already, known them all -

The eyes that fix you in a formulated phase,

And when I am formulated, sprawling on a pin,

When I am pinned and wriggling on the wall

(55-58)

"Sprawling on a pin" refers to the practice of pinning insect specimens for study, suggesting
Prufrock feels similarly scrutinized, but the key here is Prufrock's discussion of eyes. As with his
catalogue of the "Arms that are braceleted and white and bare," Prufrock isolates the body part
from the rest of the body. Detached, the eyes multiply in power; they dominate both the room
and the bodies of those who look at Prufrock.

Anxiety is foremost a concern with the future, and Prufrock continues to show his inability to
advance in time. Of the six stanzas here, four begin with "And" (37, 55, 62, 75) while five lines at
the end of different stanzas do (61, 68-69, 85-86), suggesting a repetitive, inescapable present
tense. His mental logic conforms to a similar pattern; the "sprawling on a pin" lines make tiny
steps forward ("And when..."/"When I am..."/"Then how..." [57-59]) rather than large leaps.
Prufrock's refrain "And indeed there will be time" (23, 37) is an allusion to Metaphysical poet
Andrew Marvell's "To His Coy Mistress" ("Had we but world enough, and time" [1]), in which the
speaker urges his lady to speed up their courtship. As with most of Eliot's allusions in "Prufrock,"
the Marvell reference is ironic. Rather than hurrying his lady, Prufrock makes excuses for himself;
he assures himself there will be time to act, although his repetitive, paralytic nature has so far
belied that. The line also contains a possible pun; "indeed" can be read as "in deed," another
reference to Prufrock's inability to act (to do a deed). A further irony unfolds in Prufrock's use of
the word "presume." While the Latinate root of "presume" means "to anticipate," something
Prufrock spends much time doing, its main English meaning is "to undertake without leave or
clear justification," a boldness Prufrock surely lacks.

Not only is Prufrock paralyzed in the present, but he seems to have a disordered sense of time.
He describes the "evenings, mornings, afternoons" (50), and the odd order gives us pause. While
it primarily describes a cycle from night to the next day, reinforcing the idea of repetition, its
abrupt switch from "evenings" to "mornings" echoes Eliot's images of vertical descent present in
the first three stanzas. He resumes the vertical descent motif in this section of the poem as well;
Prufrock descends the stairs, and as he watches smoke rising from pipes and lonely men "leaning
out windows" (72) just below, he feels he "should have been a pair of ragged claws / Scuttling
across the floors of silent seas" (73-74). This final alliterative image of debasement (the third
animal association for Prufrock after the cat and insect connections) paints a pathetic portrait of
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Prufrock, but the suggestion of a crab is perhaps an allusion to Shakespeare's "Hamlet," in which
Hamlet mocks Polonius (Eliot later explicitly references "Hamlet," making this more plausible):
"for yourself, sir, should be old as I am, if, like a crab, you could go backward" (2.2.205-206).

Perhaps, then, Prufrock's propensity to move backwards and downwards is suggestive of his
nearness to death, of his backpedaling down into Hell. The Dante epigraph casts a deathly pallor
over the entire poem, and Prufrock himself sees "the eternal Footman hold my coat, and
snicker" (85). While he says in the next line "in short, I was afraid" (86) in reference to his fear of
social action, he may also be referring to this deathly figure awaiting him.

The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock Summary and Analysis of Lines 87-131

Lines 87-131 Summary:

Prufrock wonders if, after various social gestures, it would have been worthwhile to act
decisively if it resulted in a woman's rejection of him. He thinks he is not a Prince Hamlet figure,
but a secondary character in life. Worried over growing old, he adopts the fashions of youth. By
the beach, he sees images of mermaids singing and swimming.

Analysis:

The movement in the final section of the poem swings from fairly concrete, realistic scenes from
the social world - "After the cups, the marmalade, the teaAfter the novels, and the teacups, after
the skirts that trail along the floor" (88, 102) - to fantastic images of mermaids "riding seaward
on the waves / Combing the white hair of the waves blown back" (126-127). Eliot's objective
correlative grows more vague; what exactly does Prufrock feel here? Perhaps Prufrock himself is
unsure: "It is impossible to say just what I mean! / But as if a magic lantern threw the nerves in
patterns on a screen" (104-105). His own inarticulacy results in the magic lantern's wild
kaleidoscopic imagery of teacups and mermaids; aside from desperation and loneliness,
confusion is one of the objective correlative's main emotional associations.

But Prufrock shows a wise self-regard when he admits he is

not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be;

Am an attendant lord, one that will do

To swell a progress, start a scene or two,

Advise the prince; no doubt, an easy tool,
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Deferential, glad to be of use,

Politic, cautious, and meticulous;

(111-116)

Hamlet, Shakespeare's famous tragic hero from the play of the same name, is literature's other
great indecisive man. Hamlet waffles between wanting to kill his stepfather and holding off for a
variety of reasons. The allusion, then, is somewhat ironic, since Prufrock is not even as decisive
as Hamlet is. Instead, he is more like the doddering Polonius of Hamlet (the "for you yourself, sir"
quote from Hamlet 2.2.205-206, if the "ragged claws" [73] line alludes to it, is spoken by Hamlet
to Polonius), or the conventional Shakespearean "Fool" (119). Prufrock is the
second-in-command at best, and he comes off as a mock-hero; even the absence of an "I"
preceding "Am an attendant lord" bespeaks his lack of ego. The numerous caesurae (pauses)
from commas and semicolons in the stanza underscore Prufrock's stagnation and paralysis.

The only thing in Prufrock's life not paralyzed is time; it marches on, and Prufrock laments "I
grow old . . . I grow old . . . / I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled" (121). The rolled
trouser, a popular bohemian style at the time, is a pathetic attempt to ward off death. While he
continues to be anxious about the future, Prufrock now seems to regard the future,
paradoxically, from a future standpoint. His refrain of "And would it have been worth it, after all"
(87, 99) places his actions in the perfect conditional tense. It is as though he is reviewing actions
he has yet to take. Either time has accelerated his aging process, or this look to the past is a way
for Prufrock to delude himself into thinking he has made some decisive progress in life.

Previously, Prufrock wondered if he should "dare / Disturb the universe" (45-46) and squeeze
"the universe into a ball" (92). The latter is a reference to Marvell's "To His Coy Mistress": "Let us
roll all our strength and all / Our sweetness up into one ball, / And tear our pleasures with rough
strife / Thorough the iron gates of life" (41-44). Marvell urges his lady to engage in sex with him,
as death draws ever closer and their time is running out.

Prufrock, on the other hand, knows he is going to die soon but he still cannot even "dare to eat a
peach" (122). While Eliot's main intent is to trivialize Prufrock's anxieties - a simple piece of fruit
confounds him - the peach has a few other possible meanings. First, it is the Chinese symbol for
marriage and immortality, two things Prufrock desires. Moreover, the peach, through shape and
texture, has long been a symbol for female genitalia. Prufrock's anxiety about eating a peach,
then, has much to do with his feelings of sexual inadequacy, his worry that his balding head and
thin physique earn him the scorn of women.
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Accordingly, Prufrock immediately switches his attention to the mermaids "singing, each to
each" (124) - the society of women who ignore him. The elusive images perhaps have more
cohesion than on first glance:

I have seen them riding seaward on the waves

Combing the white hair of the waves blown back

When the wind blows the water white and black.

(126-128)

Prufrock has just wondered "Shall I part my hair behind?" (122), and previously he has agonized
over his bald spot, turned his keen eye to the women's arms "downed with light brown hair!"
(64), and agonized over eating a fuzzy peach. Mermaids are conventionally depicted combing
their hair with a mirror, so as symbols of vanity and lush beauty - "wreathed with seaweed red
and brown" (130), they possess even more artificial hair - they threaten Prufrock (whose
thinning hair is perhaps now a salt-and-pepper mixture of "white and black" and no longer "red
and brown").

When Prufrock finishes the poem by pronouncing "We have lingered in the chambers of the
seaTill human voices wake us, and we drown" (129, 131), he completes the vertical descent Eliot
has been deploying throughout the poem. He has plunged into his own Dantesque underworld
and, through the "We" pronoun, forces us to accompany him - hoping, like da Montefeltro from
the epigraph, that we will not be able to return to the mermaids on top and shame him by
repeating his story.

The concluding two three-line stanzas act as a sestet (six lines). Although the rhyme scheme
differs (here it is abbcdd), Petrarchan sonnets complement the opening octet (first eight lines)
with a sestet. This is Eliot's final mock-allusion to yet another Renaissance artist (after Dante and
Michelangelo). Petrarch unrequitedly mooned after his love, Laura, but Prufrock, whose name
sounds much like Petrarch's, does not even have an unattainable ideal love. He has unattainable,
frustrated, paralyzed desire for all women who reject him; they are all inaccessible, and any
reminder of the social world ("human voices") drowns him - and, he hopes, his reader-as-Dante -
deeper in his watery Hell.
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“The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” Speaker

 The speaker of “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” is an aging man confronting his
increasing sense of isolation and alienation from the world around him. He may be the
man—"J. Alfred Prufrock"—named in the title, although the poem never confirms or
denies this, since the speaker's name is not mentioned again. Indeed, even this name
itself is rather unclear, since what the "J" stands for never gets revealed. There is
something about the speaker, then, that always remains mysterious.
In his physical appearance, he is not particularly distinctive; he describes himself as
“slightly bald,” with “thin” arms and legs. His inner life, however, is a mass of
contradictions and indecisions. He is so anxious about making the wrong choice that he
can barely make any decisions at all. It is challenging for him to contemplate even leaving
his room to go out and meet others in the world, since he admits that he always feels the
need to “prepare a face” and fears that people are judging him. He has strong and deep
feelings, and frequently expresses the desire to voice an “overwhelming question” to a
person (possibly a woman) who he cares about. However, he never manages to take that
decisive step and “force the moment to its crisis,” since he is too worried that he will be
misunderstood. In this sense, although the speaker shares his intimate thoughts and
feelings with the reader, he is unable to express himself to the people around him.

“The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” Setting

 The poem is set in what often appears to be a desolate and hostile urban landscape. The
speaker describes "half-deserted streets," "cheap hotels," and a city clogged with "yellow
fog" that rubs against "window-panes," "drains," and "chimneys." The overall impression
is that of a city suffering from pollution, and that there is a persistent divide between the
poor, who live in these hostile streets, and the middle-class, who sit in drawing rooms
drinking tea and "talking of Michelangelo."
But although the modern city is the most immediate and obvious setting for the poem, it
takes in other settings as well. The speaker at various points appears to be both outside,
prowling the city at night, and indoors, "stretched on the floor" after his afternoon tea.
The most dramatic metamorphosis of the setting occurs at the end of the poem, when the
speaker claims that he is confined in an underground cavern, listening to the sounds of
mermaids singing. This ambiguous, dreamlike ending suggests that perhaps it is the city
that has been the mirage all along, and the reality is that the speaker has drowned himself
beneath the waves.
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Important questions

1. Write a critical appreciation of the poem The love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock.
2. What is the significance of the epigraph in Eliot's The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock?

What do these two voices have in common?
3. What is the significance of the mermaids in the last stanzas of The Love Song of J. Alfred

Prufrock?
4. In lines 15-25 of The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, what is being indirectly compared to

what? How many details extend the metaphor?
5. Why is T. S. Eliot's The Love Song of Alfred Prufrock considered a great poem? (Note: the is

difference between good and great: greatness implies higher significance)
6. Where does Prufrock want to take his companion in lines 4-7 in The Love Song of

Prufrock?
7. In The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, was Prufrock a typical man of his times or was he

unusual?
8. What is the third thing Prufrock knows in lines 68-75?
9. Explain the cultural significance of the poem The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock by T. S.

Eliot during the time it was written.
10.How does Prufrock differentiate himself from Hamlet in The Love Song of J. Alfred

Prufrock?
11.What are two allusions in The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock?
12.In T.S. Eliot's The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, where does the speaker want to take his

companion/where does he want them to go?
13.In The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, the speaker (Prufrock) compares the sunset to a

patient etherized upon a table. Why do you suppose he would compare.
14.What is a universal theme that is carried throughout T. S. Eliot's The Love Song of J. Alfred

Prufrock? Give two examples from the work that illustrate this theme.
15.Why do you think Eliot opens The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock with an allusion to

Dante's epic poem? Explain the parallels and contrasts.
16.Can you restate the meaning of lines 129-131? When human voices wake us, what do we

drown in, in 'The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock'?
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About the Poet
Quick Facts
William Butler Yeats
BORN- June 13, 1865, Sandymount, Ireland
DIED - January 28, 1939 (aged 73), Roquebrune-Cap-Martin, France
NOTABLE WORKS
“The Wild Swans at Coole”
“Leda and the Swan”
“Easter 1916”
“The Second Coming”
“The Countess Cathleen”
“Sailing to Byzantium”
“The Green Helmet”
“The Winding Stair”
“The Wanderings of Oisin, and Other Poems”
“A Vision”
MOVEMENT / STYLE - Irish literary renaissance
AWARDS AND HONORS - Nobel Prize
FOUNDER OF - Abbey Theatre

Biography
William Butler Yeats, (born June 13, 1865, Sandymount, Dublin, Ireland—died January 28, 1939,
Roquebrune-Cap-Martin, France), Irish poet, dramatist, and prose writer, one of the greatest
English-language poets of the 20th century. He received the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1923.

Yeats’s father, John Butler Yeats, was a barrister who eventually became a portrait painter. His
mother, formerly Susan Pollexfen, was the daughter of a prosperous merchant in Sligo, in
western Ireland. Through both parents Yeats (pronounced “Yates”) claimed kinship with various
Anglo-Irish Protestant families who are mentioned in his work. Normally, Yeats would have been
expected to identify with his Protestant tradition—which represented a powerful minority
among Ireland’s predominantly Roman Catholic population—but he did not. Indeed, he was
separated from both historical traditions available to him in Ireland—from the Roman Catholics,
because he could not share their faith, and from the Protestants, because he felt repelled by
their concern for material success. Yeats’s best hope, he felt, was to cultivate a tradition more
profound than either the Catholic or the Protestant—the tradition of a hidden Ireland that
existed largely in the anthropological evidence of its surviving customs, beliefs, and holy places,
more pagan than Christian.

In 1867, when Yeats was only two, his family moved to London, but he spent much of his
boyhood and school holidays in Sligo with his grandparents. This country—its scenery, folklore,
and supernatural legend—would colour Yeats’s work and form the setting of many of his poems.
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In 1880 his family moved back to Dublin, where he attended the high school. In 1883 he
attended the Metropolitan School of Art in Dublin, where the most important part of his
education was in meeting other poets and artists.

Meanwhile, Yeats was beginning to write: his first publication, two brief lyrics, appeared in the
Dublin University Review in 1885. When the family moved back to London in 1887, Yeats took up
the life of a professional writer. He joined the Theosophical Society, whose mysticism appealed
to him because it was a form of imaginative life far removed from the workaday world. The age
of science was repellent to Yeats; he was a visionary, and he insisted upon surrounding himself
with poetic images. He began a study of the prophetic books of William Blake, and this
enterprise brought him into contact with other visionary traditions, such as the Platonic, the
Neoplatonic, the Swedenborgian, and the alchemical.

Yeats was already a proud young man, and his pride required him to rely on his own taste and
his sense of artistic style. He was not boastful, but spiritual arrogance came easily to him. His
early poems, collected in The Wanderings of Oisin, and Other Poems (1889), are the work of an
aesthete, often beautiful but always rarefied, a soul’s cry for release from circumstance.

Yeats quickly became involved in the literary life of London. He became friends with William
Morris and W.E. Henley, and he was a cofounder of the Rhymers’ Club, whose members included
his friends Lionel Johnson and Arthur Symons. In 1889 Yeats met Maud Gonne, an Irish beauty,
ardent and brilliant. From that moment, as he wrote, “the troubling of my life began.” He fell in
love with her, but his love was hopeless. Maud Gonne liked and admired him, but she was not in
love with him. Her passion was lavished upon Ireland; she was an Irish patriot, a rebel, and a
rhetorician, commanding in voice and in person. When Yeats joined in the Irish nationalist cause,
he did so partly from conviction, but mostly for love of Maud. When Yeats’s play Cathleen ni
Houlihan was first performed in Dublin in 1902, she played the title role. It was during this
period that Yeats came under the influence of John O’Leary, a charismatic leader of the Fenians,
a secret society of Irish nationalists.

After the rapid decline and death of the controversial Irish leader Charles Stewart Parnell in
1891, Yeats felt that Irish political life lost its significance. The vacuum left by politics might be
filled, he felt, by literature, art, poetry, drama, and legend. The Celtic Twilight (1893), a volume
of essays, was Yeats’s first effort toward this end, but progress was slow until 1898, when he met
Augusta Lady Gregory, an aristocrat who was to become a playwright and his close friend. She
was already collecting old stories, the lore of the west of Ireland. Yeats found that this lore
chimed with his feeling for ancient ritual, for pagan beliefs never entirely destroyed by
Christianity. He felt that if he could treat it in a strict and high style, he would create a genuine
poetry while, in personal terms, moving toward his own identity. From 1898, Yeats spent his
summers at Lady Gregory’s home, Coole Park, County Galway, and he eventually purchased a
ruined Norman castle called Thoor Ballylee in the neighbourhood. Under the name of the Tower,
this structure would become a dominant symbol in many of his latest and best poems.
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In 1899 Yeats asked Maud Gonne to marry him, but she declined. Four years later she married
Major John MacBride, an Irish soldier who shared her feeling for Ireland and her hatred of
English oppression: he was one of the rebels later executed by the British government for their
part in the Easter Rising of 1916. Meanwhile, Yeats devoted himself to literature and drama,
believing that poems and plays would engender a national unity capable of transfiguring the
Irish nation. He (along with Lady Gregory and others) was one of the originators of the Irish
Literary Theatre, which gave its first performance in Dublin in 1899 with Yeats’s play The
Countess Cathleen. To the end of his life Yeats remained a director of this theatre, which became
the Abbey Theatre in 1904. In the crucial period from 1899 to 1907, he managed the theatre’s
affairs, encouraged its playwrights (notably John Millington Synge), and contributed many of his
own plays. Among the latter that became part of the Abbey Theatre’s repertoire are The Land of
Heart’s Desire (1894), Cathleen ni Houlihan (1902), The Hour Glass (1903), The King’s Threshold
(1904), On Baile’s Strand (1905), and Deirdre (1907).

Yeats published several volumes of poetry during this period, notably Poems (1895) and The
Wind Among the Reeds (1899), which are typical of his early verse in their dreamlike
atmosphere and their use of Irish folklore and legend. But in the collections In the Seven Woods
(1903) and The Green Helmet (1910), Yeats slowly discarded the Pre-Raphaelite colours and
rhythms of his early verse and purged it of certain Celtic and esoteric influences. The years from
1909 to 1914 mark a decisive change in his poetry. The otherworldly, ecstatic atmosphere of the
early lyrics has cleared, and the poems in Responsibilities: Poems and a Play (1914) show a
tightening and hardening of his verse line, a more sparse and resonant imagery, and a new
directness with which Yeats confronts reality and its imperfections.

In 1917 Yeats published The Wild Swans at Coole. From then onward he reached and maintained
the height of his achievement—a renewal of inspiration and a perfecting of technique that are
almost without parallel in the history of English poetry. The Tower (1928), named after the castle
he owned and had restored, is the work of a fully accomplished artist; in it, the experience of a
lifetime is brought to perfection of form. Still, some of Yeats’s greatest verse was written
subsequently, appearing in The Winding Stair (1929). The poems in both of these works use, as
their dominant subjects and symbols, the Easter Rising and the Irish civil war; Yeats’s own tower;
the Byzantine Empire and its mosaics; Plato, Plotinus, and Porphyry; and the author’s interest in
contemporary psychical research. Yeats explained his own philosophy in the prose work A Vision
(1925, revised version 1937); this meditation upon the relation between imagination, history,
and the occult remains indispensable to serious students of Yeats despite its obscurities.

In 1913 Yeats spent some months at Stone Cottage, Sussex, with the American poet Ezra Pound
acting as his secretary. Pound was then editing translations of the nō plays of Japan, and Yeats
was greatly excited by them. The nō drama provided a framework of drama designed for a small
audience of initiates, a stylized, intimate drama capable of fully using the resources offered by
masks, mime, dance, and song and conveying—in contrast to the public theatre—Yeats’s own
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recondite symbolism. Yeats devised what he considered an equivalent of the nō drama in such
plays as Four Plays for Dancers (1921), At the Hawk’s Well (first performed 1916), and several
others.

In 1917 Yeats asked Iseult Gonne, Maud Gonne’s daughter, to marry him. She refused. Some
weeks later he proposed to Miss George Hyde-Lees and was accepted; they were married in
1917. A daughter, Anne Butler Yeats, was born in 1919, and a son, William Michael Yeats, in
1921.

In 1922, on the foundation of the Irish Free State, Yeats accepted an invitation to become a
member of the new Irish Senate: he served for six years. In 1923 he was awarded the Nobel
Prize for Literature. Now a celebrated figure, he was indisputably one of the most significant
modern poets. In 1936 his Oxford Book of Modern Verse, 1892–1935, a gathering of the poems
he loved, was published. Still working on his last plays, he completed The Herne’s Egg, his most
raucous work, in 1938. Yeats’s last two verse collections, New Poems and Last Poems and Two
Plays, appeared in 1938 and 1939 respectively. In these books many of his previous themes are
gathered up and rehandled, with an immense technical range; the aged poet was using ballad
rhythms and dialogue structure with undiminished energy as he approached his 75th year.

Yeats died in January 1939 while abroad. Final arrangements for his burial in Ireland could not be
made, so he was buried at Roquebrune, France. The intention of having his body buried in Sligo
was thwarted when World War II began in the autumn of 1939. In 1948 his body was finally
taken back to Sligo and buried in a little Protestant churchyard at Drumcliffe, as he specified in
“Under Ben Bulben,” in his Last Poems, under his own epitaph: “Cast a cold eye/On life, on
death./Horseman, pass by!”

Had Yeats ceased to write at age 40, he would probably now be valued as a minor poet writing in
a dying Pre-Raphaelite tradition that had drawn renewed beauty and poignancy for a time from
the Celtic revival. There is no precedent in literary history for a poet who produces his greatest
work between the ages of 50 and 75. Yeats’s work of this period takes its strength from his long
and dedicated apprenticeship to poetry; from his experiments in a wide range of forms of
poetry, drama, and prose; and from his spiritual growth and his gradual acquisition of personal
wisdom, which he incorporated into the framework of his own mythology.

Yeats’s mythology, from which arises the distilled symbolism of his great period, is not always
easy to understand, nor did Yeats intend its full meaning to be immediately apparent to those
unfamiliar with his thought and the tradition in which he worked. His own cyclic view of history
suggested to him a recurrence and convergence of images, so that they become multiplied and
enriched; and this progressive enrichment may be traced throughout his work. Among Yeats’s
dominant images are Leda and the Swan; Helen and the burning of Troy; the Tower in its many
forms; the sun and moon; the burning house; cave, thorn tree, and well; eagle, heron, sea gull,
and hawk; blind man, lame man, and beggar; unicorn and phoenix; and horse, hound, and boar.
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Yet these traditional images are continually validated by their alignment with Yeats’s own
personal experience, and it is this that gives them their peculiarly vital quality. In Yeats’s verse
they are often shaped into a strong and proud rhetoric and into the many poetic tones of which
he was the master. All are informed by the two qualities which Yeats valued and which he
retained into old age—passion and joy.
(https://www.britannica.com/biography/William-Butler-Yeats)
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The Second Coming
BY WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS

Turning and turning in the widening gyre

The falcon cannot hear the falconer;

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,

The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere

The ceremony of innocence is drowned;

The best lack all conviction, while the worst

Are full of passionate intensity.

Surely some revelation is at hand;

Surely the Second Coming is at hand.

The Second Coming! Hardly are those words out

When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi

Troubles my sight: somewhere in sands of the desert

A shape with lion body and the head of a man,

A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun,

Is moving its slow thighs, while all about it

Reel shadows of the indignant desert birds.

The darkness drops again; but now I know

That twenty centuries of stony sleep

Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle,

And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,

Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?
(https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/43290/the-second-coming)
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Introduction
The Second Coming" is a poem written by Irish poet W. B. Yeats in 1919, first printed in The Dial
in November 1920, and afterwards included in his 1921 collection of verses Michael Robartes
and the Dancer. The poem uses Christian imagery regarding the Apocalypse and Second Coming
to allegorically describe the atmosphere of post-war Europe. It is considered a major work of
modernist poetry and has been reprinted in several collections, including The Norton Anthology
of Modern Poetry.

Context and Background of the Poem
The poem was written in 1919 in the aftermath of the First World War and the beginning of the
Irish War of Independence that followed the Easter Rising, at a time before the British
Government decided to send in the Black and Tans to Ireland. Yeats used the phrase "the second
birth" instead of "the Second Coming" in his first drafts.

The poem is also connected to the 1918–1919 flu pandemic: In the weeks preceding Yeats's
writing of the poem, his pregnant wife Georgie Hyde-Lees caught the virus and was very close to
death. The highest death rates of the pandemic were among pregnant women—in some areas,
they had up to a 70 percent death rate. While his wife was convalescing, he wrote "The Second
Coming".
(https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Second_Coming_(poem))

Summary

William Butler Yeats's "The Second Coming" is a short poem that blisters with apocalyptic
ominousness. Its first line, "turning and turning in the widening gyre," locates the whole poem
inside an expanding gyre, or spiral, making it clear that something is moving and changing, and
the world will never be the same.

The poem's second line zooms from that gigantic, unclear beginning straight into a very specific
and symbolic image—the falcon, which has lost touch with its falconer. This line essentially
implies that the "falcon," which likely represents humanity, has become detached from its
"falconer," some sort of controller or holder that once kept it in order. Now the falcon is roaming
free.

Lines three through six describe collapse and turmoil, a dissolution of order and a rising tide of
violence and revolution without cause. Innocence and rituals celebrating purity have been
destroyed, and a wave of violence is washing over the land, drowning everything in its path. In
the seventh and eighth lines, Yeats mourns that the best people have become silent and
resigned to their fate, while villains are the ones in power, speaking the loudest and caring the
most about their causes.
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In the second half of the poem, Yeats looks beyond the present into the future. He has taken
stock of all that is going on, and he knows that certainly something large must be happening—all
this chaos cannot be accidental; it must be part of an event of apocalyptic proportions. This
must be a Second Coming, he thinks—this must be an apocalypse like the one predicted in the
Bible's Book of Revelations.

Something about the words "The Second Coming" sends the speaker spiraling into a sort of
dream state. He falls out of his physical self and gains contact with the Spiritus Mundi, or the
world-soul or collective consciousness, which Yeats believed each person has access to in some
part of his mind. This collective consciousness is full of strange, ancient, mythological images,
and a few mythological archetypes appear to Yeats in this surreal dream space. He sees a desert
in his mind's eye, and observes a lion with a man's head, also known as a sphinx, moving slowly
around the desert, while angry, fearful birds flutter around, casting shadows on the sand.

Then Yeats finds himself suddenly back in his own body and mind, out of this surreal, dreamlike
scene. But he has seen something he cannot forget: something is happening now, something
that will shake the world to its foundation. The world has been sleeping for two thousand years,
he thinks, but something is brewing, something terrible, and it is on its way, slouching towards
Bethlehem to be born.

Analysis

"The Second Coming" is about a rapidly changing world, altered forever by violence and chaos.
The poem's first line, which mentions a "widening gyre," refers to Yeats' belief (which he
expanded on in a later book called A Vision) that the world was created by a series of
interlocking circles, spinning into each other and winding around each other to catalyze
existence. The poem's first line implies that something is turning and changing within the
universe. This first line serves to create a sense of mystery from the poem's very beginning; it is
obscure and complex, ominous withholding of any clues about what might be happening. It also
expands the poem's scale, making it clear that the poem is really addressing events on a
cosmological scale.

With high stakes and a cosmological scale established in the first line, the poem goes on to
deepen this ambiguity in the second line. At first glance, it appears to mourn the fact that the
"falcon," or humanity, has been separated from its falconer—from its God or ethics or morals.
On the other hand, Yeats expressed his admiration for wild birds in other poems, like "The Wild
Swans at Coole," and certainly he himself was uninterested in convention and order, having
broken from his Christian upbringing to pursue occult leanings. He was even expelled from the
London Theological Society because he refused to follow their rules. Usually, people interpret
"The Second Coming" as mourning the loss of order, in which case the falcon's being separated
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from the falconer would be an example of this collapse. But perhaps, through this line, Yeats is
implying that the Second Coming means that the falcon is at last free—and the world has broken
from its past traditions of convention and restraint, and it can move into a new era, discovering
new freedoms and new possibilities.

In the third line, the phrase "the centre cannot hold" implies that the core or heart of the world
is falling apart, so something once seen as fundamental to the world is changing forever. Yeats
uses the word "loosed" twice to describe the onset of the violent changes occurring, evoking an
uncontrollable burst of fury; something is coming unfurled, unclenched, opening, falling,
melting—slouching. A collapse is coming. This could lead to a new coming-together, a new unity;
but most likely will lead to uncontrollable, possibly dangerous, possibly liberating changes.

Many Yeats scholars believe that this poem is specifically about the Russian Revolution of 1917,
also known as the Bolshevik Revolution, which resulted in a bloody seven-year war that paved
the way for the rise of the Communist party in Russia; it also certainly has echoes of World War
I, which rocked the world to its core. But perhaps Yeats could see even further. Perhaps he could
somehow sense the coming of further wars and violences—World War II, the atomic bomb,
technologies that would reshape the world from the ground up. He knew the world would never
be the same after the 20th century, and it certainly is not.

Yeats gives a name to this whole series of events, placing them under the umbrella of a "Second
Coming." But instead of a second appearance of Christ, this event will be a birth of a creature as
significant as Christ, who will completely alter the state of the world just as Christ did—but who
will operate in a completely different way than the world has been operating since Christ arrived
and civilization began to form.

The second half of the poem finds Yeats delving into mythological imagery through occult
methods. Yeats believed that all humans share a common, vast memory, populated by universal
archetypes and myths. This collective consciousness or Spiritus Mundi, also described as the
Oversoul by Carl Jung, is the source of the bizarre, apocalyptic imagery that leads the poem to its
conclusion. The speaker descends into a bizarre vision, observing a sphinx staring cruelly at him
in a desert, moving its thighs slowly and almost sexually, perhaps offering him the clues to
understanding what is happening around him while also embodying primal, ancient ways of
being and creative, fertile energies that represent a potential union and rebirth.

When he reemerges from the vision, the speaker reenters reality, having totally departed from it
temporarily. The poem ends where it began: in a haze of ominous foreshadowing, the specter of
a looming monster of the future rapidly approaching, the universe spinning and growing into
something different than it was. Whether that future is an evil mess of pure chaos, or whether it
will offer some sort of freedom and possibility, remains undecided.
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Symbolism

The widening gyre (symbol)
"Gyre" is actually a scientific term used to refer to a vortex located over the air or sea, and it
usually refers to systems of circulating ocean currents. In Yeats's "The Second Coming," "gyre" is
used to represent the swirling, turning landscape of life itself.

Gyres appear in many of Yeats's poems. He uses it to represent the systems that make up life,
the push-pulls between freedom and control that spin together to create existence.

The falcon (symbol)
The falcon, separated from the falconer, is lost: without reason, without ruler, without larger
cause. It is a symbol for a lost humanity, at the mercy of uncontrollable forces. The falcon, in
short, is all of us, wandering around the earth, trying to find meaning.

The falconer (symbol)
The falconer is a symbol that may represent God, or a wider standard of ethics or morality.

The blood-dimmed tide (symbol)
The blood-dimmed tide, loosed upon the world, is a symbol that represents overwhelming
violence and uncontrollable chaos.

The sphinx (symbol)
The sphinx, perhaps, represents the bearer of the riddle-like prophecies that the narrator is
trying to unwind, the creature in between the narrator and the answers he is looking for. He is
mystified by what has been happening around him, but he believes that it is not all accidental,
and he is trying to find clues in the seemingly inexplicable events that have been occurring
around him. In mythology, sphinxes often delivered riddles and would sometimes kill those who
could not answer the riddle. Perhaps this sphinx is asking what the poem is asking—what rough
beast is emerging? What is this nebulous world called the future going to look like?

Themes
Violence
"The Second Coming" is a response to a world wracked by violence. Yeats wrote the poem 1919,
right after the end of World War I, in which 16 million people were killed in a horrifying display
of the power of modern technological warfare and of the continuing conflicts that wracked the
supposedly modern, civilized world. The poem voices a sense of shock, dismay, and pessimism
about the future that many felt after the war. Lines like "blood-dimmed tide" and "mere anarchy
is loosed upon the world" both eloquently describe the horrific chaos of war and violence.
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Many people felt as if there could never be another war after World War I; it was even called
"The War to End All Wars," because people believed that it was so horrible and destructive that
people would never allow something like it to happen again. But Yeats foresaw a darker future,
which of course came to pass—World War II began a mere 14 years later, and Yeats's second
coming took the form of a modernity that endowed humans with increasingly destructive
weapons like the atomic bomb, and continued to force people to question how far into the
violence the world could descend. This violent history continues, with unimaginable violence
continuing on in the Middle East and around the world today.

Prophecy
"The Second Coming" is a deeply ominous poem, full of foreshadowing. Like mythical Greek
oracles of old, delivering prophecies in the form of fragmented predictions of the future, it is full
of grandiose, dramatic premonitions that do not necessarily make the future much clearer: all it
is sure of is that something is going to happen, and the world will never be the same.

Cyclicality
Circles and cycles reoccur persistently throughout the poem. The first line describes all of
existence as a "widening gyre," or an expanding spiral. Later, "indignant birds" "reel" or circle
through the sky.

Yeats wrote "The Second Coming" during a chaotic time in world history. World War I had just
ended, bringing unprecedented violence and chaos to the world. Also, Yeats had just witnessed
the bloody Irish War of Independence, which split Ireland into two parts, as well as the Bolshevik
Revolution that tore Russia apart. Traditional borders were collapsing, and precarious new ones
were being drawn. Yeats believed, as many historians do, that history operates in cycles, with
nothing lasting forever and with events always repeating themselves. He also believed that
beginnings always lead back to where they began—to endings, to the absence of whatever
constituted the circle.

This poem modifies the Christian idea of the "Second Coming" to imply that the world is
returning back to how it was before Christianity: without religious morality to guide it, and
without an ethical compass to lead it into the future.

Christianity
The poem's overt Christian themes are written into its very title. Yeats himself was not a
Christian; he had abandoned the faith in exchange for an interest in occult spirituality, which
involved delving into the esoteric mysteries of the universe. His own father, who had grown up
as part of the Established Church of Ireland, rejected Christianity at an early age, and Yeats
followed suit. But unlike his father, Yeats was deeply invested in spirituality, constantly seeking a
philosophy of life, which eventually led him towards occultism and a sort of religious faith in the
power of words.
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In this poem, Yeats uses Christianity as a stand-in for all order, ethics, and tradition. He borrows
this poem's title from the Book of Revelations, which describes Christ's return to earth after the
end times as a "second coming" (the first, of course, having been Christ's return after his
crucifixion).

Crucially, in the Bible, Christ's return always occurs after a death—of himself, or of the world, in
the case of the Book of Revelations. The world is spinning towards a kind of death, Yeats predicts
in this poem, but what rises out of the ashes will not be Christ—it will be a mysterious "rough
beast."

Meaninglessness
"The Second Coming" is about loss, about change, and about traditional meanings and values
coming apart at the seams.

The line "the center cannot hold" basically predicted (and can be used to summarize)
modernism and postmodernism, two gigantic literary genres that defined the twentieth century,
and both of which—especially postmodernism—fixated on the idea that much of life is
meaningless, hollow, without defined order and certainly without the comforting linearity and
order that religion and tradition provide. The center cannot hold—there is no more core
meaning or logic to be found, and only time will tell what will rise out of the ashes.

Some Important Characters
The falcon
The falcon, which has become separated from the falconer, likely represents humanity itself,
which has become detached from its God, or from once-revered standards of morality and order.

The falconer
The falconer may represent God, or it may represent traditional values, ethical responsibility,
and order that was once in control of the falcon. The Second Coming, whatever exactly it may
be, has shattered the falconer's (ruler's) contact with the falcon (ruled), leaving both stranded
and alone.

The sphinx
The phrase "shape with a lion body and a head of a man" describes a sphinx, a mythological
creature that often guards the entrance to hidden treasures in ancient myths. Sphinxes are
known for being cruel tricksters, and in many myths, sphinxes ask those trying to pass by to solve
riddles; they devour those who cannot answer correctly. In "The Second Coming," the sphinx
marks the narrator's riddle-laden entrance into a nightmarish vision of the future, which he
accesses through the liminal, dreamlike space of the poem.
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The rough beast
The "rough beast," the thing "Slouching towards Bethlehem to be born," is a force that will
define the entirety of the aftermath of the Second Coming. It most likely represents a dark,
chaotic, unpredictable future, but its arrival could also hint at changes that could lead to new
possibilities.

The speaker
The poem has a speaker, referred to as "I" in the fifth-to-last line. Most likely this speaker is
Yeats. The "I" also may be a stand-in for the reader of the poem, or for anyone affected by the
onslaught of modernity and the chaos of the 20th century.

Important questions.

1. How does "The Second Coming" reflect the historical context of the time in which it was
written?

2. Write a critical analysis of the poem The Second Coming.
3. How (and why) does "The Second Coming" use mythology and ancient themes to express

the onset of modernity?
4. Describe Yeats's "The Second Coming" in relation to several works it has inspired. Why has

"The Second Coming" persisted in the popular imagination?
5. Is the "rough beast" necessarily an evil thing?
6. Do you think that Yeats's "The Second Coming" will remain popular throughout the

twenty-first century, and does the poem offer special insight for today's readers?
7. Explain these lines from "The Second Coming": "The falcon cannot hear the falconer."
8. Explain these lines from "The Second Coming" of W.B Yeats: "The best lack all conviction,

while the worst / Are full of passionate intensity."
9. What are important lines from the poem "The Second Coming"?
10.Who are the falcon and the falconer?
11.Identify the reason the falcon cannot hear the falconer. Explain how this metaphor helps

to explain what is happening in modern society.
12.Comment on the themes of Yeats's "The Second Coming."
13.What is the significance of the gyre in poem "The Second Coming"?
14.What is the "vast image" he sees in "The Second Coming"?
15.Is "The Second Coming" a magnificent statement about the contrary forces at work in

history and about the conflict between the modern world and ancient world?
16.Why does William Butler Yeats end the poem "The Second Coming" in a question?
17.What imagery is present in the poem "The Second Coming" by William Butler Yeats?
18.What vision of future is suggested in the second half of "The Second Coming"?
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About the Poet
Wilfred Owen, (born March 18, 1893, Oswestry, Shropshire, England—killed November 4, 1918,
France), English poet noted for his anger at the cruelty and waste of war and his pity for its
victims. He also is significant for his technical experiments in assonance, which were particularly
influential in the 1930s.

Owen was educated at the Birkenhead Institute and matriculated at the University of London;
after an illness in 1913 he lived in France. He had already begun to write and, while working as a
tutor near Bordeaux, was preparing a book of “Minor Poems—in Minor Keys—by a Minor,”
which was never published. These early poems are consciously modeled on those of John Keats;
often ambitious, they show enjoyment of poetry as a craft.

In 1915 Owen enlisted in the British army. The experience of trench warfare brought him to
rapid maturity; the poems written after January 1917 are full of anger at war’s brutality, an
elegiac pity for “those who die as cattle,” and a rare descriptive power. In June 1917 he was
wounded and sent home. While in a hospital near Edinburgh he met the poet Siegfried Sassoon,
who shared his feelings about the war and who became interested in his work. Reading
Sassoon’s poems and discussing his work with Sassoon revolutionized Owen’s style and his
conception of poetry. Despite the plans of well-wishers to find him a staff job, he returned to
France in August 1918 as a company commander. He was awarded the Military Cross in October
and was killed a week before Armistice Day.

Published posthumously by Sassoon, Owen’s single volume of poems contains the most
poignant English poetry of the war. His collected poems, edited by C. Day-Lewis, were published
in 1964; his collected letters, edited by his younger brother Harold Owen and John Bell, were
published in 1967.
Work
Only five of Owen's poems were published before his death, one in fragmentary form. His best
known poems include "Anthem for Doomed Youth", "Futility", "Dulce Et Decorum Est", "The
Parable of the Old Men and the Young" and "Strange Meeting". However, most of them were
published posthumously: Poems (1920),The Poems of Wilfred Owen (1931),The Collected Poems
of Wilfred Owen (1963),The Complete Poems and Fragments (1983); fundamental in this last
collection is the poem Soldier's Dream, that deals with Owen's conception of war.

(https://www.britannica.com/biography/Wilfred-Owen)
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Strange Meeting
BY WILFRED OWEN

It seemed that out of battle I escaped
Down some profound dull tunnel, long since scooped
Through granites which titanic wars had groined.

Yet also there encumbered sleepers groaned,
Too fast in thought or death to be bestirred.
Then, as I probed them, one sprang up, and stared
With piteous recognition in fixed eyes,
Lifting distressful hands, as if to bless.
And by his smile, I knew that sullen hall,—
By his dead smile I knew we stood in Hell.

With a thousand fears that vision's face was grained;
Yet no blood reached there from the upper ground,
And no guns thumped, or down the flues made moan.
“Strange friend,” I said, “here is no cause to mourn.”
“None,” said that other, “save the undone years,
The hopelessness. Whatever hope is yours,
Was my life also; I went hunting wild
After the wildest beauty in the world,
Which lies not calm in eyes, or braided hair,
But mocks the steady running of the hour,
And if it grieves, grieves richlier than here.
For by my glee might many men have laughed,
And of my weeping something had been left,
Which must die now. I mean the truth untold,
The pity of war, the pity war distilled.
Now men will go content with what we spoiled.
Or, discontent, boil bloody, and be spilled.
They will be swift with swiftness of the tigress.
None will break ranks, though nations trek from progress.
Courage was mine, and I had mystery;
Wisdom was mine, and I had mastery:
To miss the march of this retreating world
Into vain citadels that are not walled.
Then, when much blood had clogged their chariot-wheels,
I would go up and wash them from sweet wells,
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Even with truths that lie too deep for taint.
I would have poured my spirit without stint
But not through wounds; not on the cess of war.
Foreheads of men have bled where no wounds were.

“I am the enemy you killed, my friend.
I knew you in this dark: for so you frowned
Yesterday through me as you jabbed and killed.
I parried; but my hands were loath and cold.
Let us sleep now. . . .”
(https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/47395/strange-meeting)

War Poets and Poetry after World War
A war poet is a poet who participates in a war and writes about their experiences, or a
non-combatant who writes poems about war. While the term is applied especially to those who
served during the First World War,[1] the term can be applied to a poet of any nationality writing
about any war, including Homer's Iliad, from around the 8th century BC as well as poetry of the
American Civil War, the Spanish Civil War, the Crimean War and other wars.

In a 2020 article for the St Austin Review about American WWI poet John Allan Wyeth, Dana
Gioia writes, "The First World War changed European literature forever. The horror of modern
mechanized warfare and the slaughter of nineteen million young men and innocent civilians
traumatized the European imagination. For poets, the unprecedented scale of violence
annihilated the classic traditions of war literature – individual heroism, military glory, and
virtuous leadership. Writers struggled for a new idiom commensurate with their apocalyptic
personal experience. European Modernism emerged from the trenches of the Western Front.

"British poetry especially was transformed by the trauma of trench warfare and indiscriminate
massacre. The 'War Poets' constitute an imperative presence in modern British literature with
significant writers such as Wilfred Owen, Robert Graves, Siegfried Sassoon, David Jones, Ivor
Gurney, Rupert Brooke, Edward Thomas, and Isaac Rosenberg. Their work, which combined stark
realism and bitter irony with a sense of tragic futility, altered the history of English literature.

"Similar cohorts of war poets occupy important positions in other European literature's. French
literature has Charles Peguy, Guillaume Apollinaire, and Blaise Cendrars (who lost his right arm
at the Second Battle of Champagne). Italian poetry has Eugenio Montale, Giuseppe Ungaretti,
and Gabriele D'Annunzio. German poetry has Georg Trakl, August Stramm, and Gottfried Benn.

"These scarred survivors reshaped the sensibility of modern verse. The Great War also changed
literature in another brutal way; it killed countless young writers."
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Introduction
Strange Meeting" is a poem by Wilfred Owen. It deals with the atrocities of World War I. The
poem was written sometime in 1918 and was published in 1919 after Owen's death. The poem is
narrated by a soldier who goes to the underworld to escape the hell of the battlefield and there
he meets the enemy soldier he killed the day before.

This poem has been described as one of Owen's "most haunting and complex war poems".

Pararhyme or double consonance is a particular feature of the poetry of Wilfred Owen and also
occurs throughout "Strange Meeting" – the whole poem is written in pararhyming couplets. For
example: "And by his smile I knew that sullen hall, / By his dead smile I knew we stood in Hell."
The pararhyme here links key words and ideas, without detracting from the meaning and
solemnity of the poem, as a full rhyme sometimes does. However, the failure of two similar
words to rhyme and the obvious omission of a full rhyme creates a sense of discomfort and
incompleteness. It is a discordant note that matches well to the disturbing mood of the poem.

This poem is the final one of Owen's poems set in the War Requiem of Benjamin Britten. It is
sung by the tenor and baritone soloists accompanied by chamber orchestra, joined at the closing
line "Let us sleep now..." by the full forces of orchestra, organ, and soprano soloist, mixed chorus
and children's chorus, singing Latin texts.

The line "I am the enemy you killed, my friend" appears on the memorial sculpture to Owen
erected by Wilfred Owen Association, (sculptors husband-and-wife Paul and Ruth de Monchaux)
in the grounds of Shrewsbury Abbey (in whose parish his family settled) to mark his birth
centenary in 1993.(https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strange_Meeting_(poem))

Summary

The speaker escapes from battle and proceeds down a long tunnel through ancient granite
formations. Along his way he hears the groan of sleepers, either dead or too full of thoughts to
get up. As he looks at them one leaps up; the soldier has recognized him and moves his hands as
if to bless him. Because of the soldier's "dead smile" the speaker knows that he is in Hell.

On the face of the "vision" the speaker sees a thousand fears, but the blood, guns, or moans of
above did not reach into their subterranean retreat. The speaker tells the soldier that there is no
reason to mourn, and he replies that there is – it is the "undone years" and "hopelessness". The
soldier says his hope is the same as the speaker's; he also tells him he once went hunting for
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beauty in the world, but that beauty made a mockery of time. He knows the truth of what he
did, which is "the pity of war, the pity war distilled", but now he can never share it.

The soldier/vision continues, saying men will go on with what is left to them, or they will die as
well. They will not break their ranks even though "nations trek from progress". He used to have
courage and wisdom. He would wash the blood from the wheels of chariots. He wanted to pour
his spirit out, but not in war.

Finally, he says to the speaker that "I am the enemy you killed, my friend," and that he knew him
in the dark. It was yesterday that the speaker "jabbed and killed" him, and now it is time to
sleep.

Analysis

"Strange Meeting" is one of Wilfred Owen's most famous, and most enigmatic, poems. It was
published posthumously in 1919 in Edith Sitwell's anthology Wheels: an Anthology of Verse and
a year later in Siegfried Sassoon's 1920 collection of Owen's poems. T.S. Eliot referred to
"Strange Meeting" as a "technical achievement of great originality" and "one of the most moving
pieces of verse inspired by the war." That war, of course, is WWI – the central element in all
poems in Owen's relatively small oeuvre. The poet Ted Hughes noted in his writings on "Strange
Meeting": "few poets can ever have written with such urgent, defined, practical purpose."

The poem is renowned for its technical innovation, particularly the pararhyme, so named by
Edmund Bluson in regard to Owen's use of assonant endings. A pararhyme is a slant or partial
rhyme in which the words have similar consonants before and after unlike vowels – escaped and
scooped, groaned and grained, hair and hour. Almost all of the end lines in this poem are
pararhyme; the last line is a notable exception. Critics have noted how this rhyme scheme adds
to the melancholy, subterranean, and bleak atmosphere of the poem.

The poem's description of a soldier's descent into Hell where he meets an enemy soldier he
killed lends itself to a critique of war. The dead man talks about the horror of war and the
inability for anyone but those involved to grasp the essential truth of the experience. There is
more than meets the eye, however, and many critics believe that the man in hell is the soldier's
"Other", or his double. A man's encounter with his double is a common trope in Romantic
literature; the device was used by Shelley, Dickens, and Yeats, among others. The critic Dominic
Hibbard notes the poem does not "[present] war as a merely internal, psychological conflict –
but neither is it concerned with the immediate divisions suggested by 'German' and 'conscript'
[initially what the dead man calls himself] or 'British' and 'volunteer'." The dead man is the
Other, but he is more than a reflection of the speaker - he is a soldier whose death renders his
status as an enemy void. Another critic reads the poem as a dream vision, with the soldier
descending into his mind and encountering his poetic self, the poem becoming a mythological
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and psychological journey. Finally, Elliot B. Gose, Jr. writes that "the Other...represents the
narrator's unconscious, his primal self from which he has been alienated by war."

The style of the poem was influenced by several sources. "Strange Meeting" echoes Dante's
pitying recognition of the tortured faces in Hell, the underworld of Landor's Gebir, and, of
course, Keats and Shelley. Owens was an ardent admirer of both Romantic poets, whose The Fall
of Hyperion and The Revolt of Islam, respectively, were no doubt instructive to Owen as he
composed his own work. The Fall of Hyperion features the goddess of memory revealing her
dying but immortal face and her blank eyes, allowing the poet to grasp her monumental
knowledge of wars and heroes past. The emphasis in Owen's work on truth and dreams also
resonates of Keats'.

The title of the poem, however, may be taken directly from Shelley's work: "And one whose
spear had pierced me, leaned beside, / With quivering lips and humid eyes; - and all / Seemed
like some brothers on a journey wide / Gone forth, whom now strange meeting did befall / In a
strange land." In The Revolt of Islam, Laon tells his soldiers not to avenge themselves on the
enemy who has massacred their camp but to ask them to throw down their arms and embrace
their shared humanity. The two sides gather together in the "strange meeting".
(https://www.gradesaver.com/wilfred-owen-poems/study-guide/summary-strange-meeting)

Theme
The Horror of War
“Strange Meeting” is a poem about war, but it doesn't focus on heroic deeds or grand victories.
Instead, the poem treats war as horrifying, wasteful, and dehumanizing: in the words of the
enemy soldier, it presents the “pity of war distilled.” According to the poem, war destroys the
landscape in which its fought; it erodes the natural solidarity between human beings, turning
people who might be friends into mortal enemies; and it robs the soldiers who fight of their
capacity to speak truth to power—to resist the wars in which they give their lives. What's more,
the trauma of war lingers even after the battle is over.

As he sets the scene of the poem—describing the deep, dark tunnel in which he finds
himself—the speaker describes war as a fundamentally destructive force. Indeed, “titanic wars”
have cut the tunnel in which the speaker finds himself. In other words, war created “Hell” itself.
And though the tunnel is protected from the battle above, it leaves its mark on the soldiers stuck
below: the enemy’s soldier’s face is “grained” with “a thousand fears” even in Hell (that is, you
can see the fear and anxiety forever etched on this soldier's face). The violence of the battle has
even deprived the enemy soldier of his humanity. Instead of being a full human being, he is a
“vision”: he has been reduced to being a specter or a ghost. The speaker thus portrays war as a
force that permanently damages and diminishes both the landscape and the people who fight it.

In his long speech, the enemy soldier picks up on this theme. Instead of granting him dignity and
immortality through heroic deeds, war has robbed him of hope and life. The enemy soldier’s key
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hope is that he would be able to tell people about the horrors of war, and thus prevent future
wars. However, because he has been killed in battle, he won’t be able to convey this message to
the world—and, as a result, the world will continue to go to war without questioning why their
governments resort to violence: “none will break ranks.” Just as the war has diminished the
enemy soldier’s own humanity, making him into a “vision” instead of a full human being, so too
it will continue to deprive other people of their humanity: they will become, he notes, like
violent animals: “swift” as the “tigress.”

Though the enemy soldier hopes that people might be convinced—if only they knew the truth of
war—to turn away from violence, he doesn’t see any way that this hope will come true: he’s
been killed in battle and his death will serve to justify more killing. And, in a cruel irony revealed
only at the end of the poem, he was killed by the poem's speaker—the very person to whom he
addresses his long meditation on the futility of war. Nevertheless, the enemy soldier address the
speaker as "my friend," suggesting that they could've been, should've been friends: war has
obscured the natural solidarity and friendship that they should share.

Though the enemy soldier has been killed in battle, the poem takes up his message, offering it to
the reader. And in this way, the poem critiques war on the enemy soldier's behalf, asking the
reader to turn away from violence and toward reconciliation and solidarity.

Literary Context

Strange Meeting” was written in 1918, when Wilfred Owen was a soldier fighting on the
Western Front during World War I. Owen is now recognized as a leading voice among a group of
young English poets who fought in the war and wrote about their experiences. Among the most
famous of these poets, beside Owen himself, are Siegfreid Sassoon, Rupert Brooke, and Isaac
Ginsburg. These poets revolutionized the way that people wrote about war. Instead of writing
patriotic verse, glorifying heroism, they criticized the war itself—and violence more generally.
As society transformed, so did warfare—becoming more brutal, violent, and total. And though
"Strange Meeting" might not be as radical in terms of form as "The Love Song of J. Alfred
Prufrock" or "In a Station of the Metro," Owen's poem does break with poetic tradition in trying
to find new ways to represent these new forms of warfare. For instance, the poem flirts with the
traditional form of heroic couplets: it’s written in iambic pentameter and it rhymes. But its
rhymes are consistently off: Owen uses slant rhyme and pararhyme in place of the perfect rhyme
expected from a formal poem. In this sense, the poem both uses a poetic tradition and (very
subtly) calls it into question, suggesting that such old-fashioned forms aren't sufficient when
writing about the horrifying reality of war.
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Historical Context
Wilfred Owen wrote “Strange Meeting” in 1918, while he was serving in the British army during
World War I. Owen did not survive the war: he was killed in battle in 1918.

World War I began in 1914, following the assassination of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand by
Serbian nationalists in Sarajevo. Because the great European powers had signed treaties
pledging to defend each other, this local event in a far corner of Europe quickly plunged the
continent into total war.

WWI followed an extended period of peace, stretching back to the 1870s. Indeed, the peace had
lasted so long that many people felt that war was a thing of the past, that human society had
progressed beyond needing to fight wars in order to settle its differences. Despite this faith in
human progress, when the war broke out, it was greeted with celebration in many quarters of
European society. People were eager to prove themselves in battle; they treated it as an
occasion for heroic displays. Many patriotic poems were composed to celebrate the troops
riding into battle.

However, the war quickly ground to a bloody, horrifying stalemate. Neither side was able to gain
the upper hand. In eastern France the Germans on one side and the English and French on the
other settled into trenches separated by several hundred yards of no-man’s land. Hundreds of
thousands of lives were sacrificed in bloody battles—battles which resulted in one side or the
other advancing only a few inches. The brutality of the war—accelerated by new chemical and
conventional weapons—was unprecedented in human history, as were the number of casualties.

For many of the soldiers, the war quickly began to feel pointless. Its barbarism caused many to
question the values that they had believed in at the start of the war—namely, patriotism and
progress. Owen’s poem reflects these tensions: it does not treat war as heroic, but rather
horrifying. And the enemy soldier is well aware that his society is moving away from, not toward,
progress.
(https://www.litcharts.com/poetry/wilfred-owen/strange-meeting)
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Important questions

1. Write a critical analysis of the poem Strange Meeting by Wilfried Owen.
2. What do you mean by war poetry? Discuss with special reference to Strange Meeting.
3. What is the meaning of "Strange Meeting" by Wilfred Owen?  
4. Why the meeting between two soldiers is called "Strange" in Wilfred Owen's "Strange

Meeting"?  
5. How is the tragedy of war brought out in "Strange Meeting" by Wilfred Owen?
6. Wilfred Owen was a soldier in WWI. According to this poem, what do you think his

attitude toward war is? How can you tell, based on the text of the poem?
7. For the first couple of lines we think this poor soldier might have escaped the tortures of

battle, but instead he's been sent to hell.
8. These don't seem like such bad guys, so why are they in hell? What did they do to deserve

that eternal punishment?
9. Do you think speaker number two has forgiven speaker number one for killing him? How

can you tell?
10."Let us sleep now.."--what does the "Sleep" signify in Wilfred Owen's "Strange Meeting"?
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About the Poet
Siegfried Loraine Sassoon CBE MC (8 September 1886 – 1 September 1967) was an English poet,
writer, and soldier. Decorated for bravery on the Western Front, he became one of the leading
poets of the First World War. His poetry both described the horrors of the trenches and satirised
the patriotic pretensions of those who, in Sassoon's view, were responsible for a jingoism-fuelled
war. Sassoon became a focal point for dissent within the armed forces when he made a lone
protest against the continuation of the war in his "Soldier's Declaration" of 1917, culminating in
his admission to a military psychiatric hospital; this resulted in his forming a friendship with
Wilfred Owen, who was greatly influenced by him. Sassoon later won acclaim for his prose work,
notably his three-volume fictionalised autobiography, collectively known as the "Sherston
trilogy".
Quick Facts
Born- Siegfried Loraine Sassoon, 8 September 1886, Matfield, Kent, England
Died- 1 September 1967 (aged 80), Heytesbury, Wiltshire, England
Pen name- Saul Kain, Pinchbeck Lyre
Occupation- Soldier, poet, diarist, memoirist, journalist
Nationality- British
Education- Marlborough College
Alma mater- Clare College, Cambridge
Period- Early 20th century
Genre- Poetry, fiction, biography
Notable works- The Complete Memoirs of George Sherston
Spouse- Hester Gatty
Military career
Allegiance- United Kingdom
Service/branch- British Army
Years of service- 1914–1919
Rank- Captain
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SUICIDE IN THE TRENCHES
By

Siegfried Loraine Sassoon

I knew a simple soldier boy

Who grinned at life in empty joy,

Slept soundly through the lonesome dark,

And whistled early with the lark.

In winter trenches, cowed and glum,

With crumps and lice and lack of rum,

He put a bullet through his brain.

No one spoke of him again.

* * * * *

You snug-faced crowds with kindling eye

Who cheer when soldier lads march by,

Sneak home and pray you'll never know

The hell where youth and laughter go.
(https://en.m.wikisource.org/wiki/Counter-Attack_and_Other_Poems/Suicide_in_the_Trenches)
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Introduction
Suicide in the Trenches" is one of the many poems the English poet Siegfried Sassoon
(1886–1967) composed in response to World War I, reflecting his own notable service in that
especially bloody conflict. Sassoon was a brave and gallant upper-class officer who eventually
opposed the war, but he never lost his admiration for the common soldiers who had to fight it.
Sassoon felt contempt for the political leaders and civilian war hawks who, safe in their power
and comfort, sent young men off to die in huge battles that seemed futile and pointless. It was
first published February 23, 1918 in Cambridge Magazine, then in Sassoon's collection:
Counter-Attack and Other Poems. The poem is written in iambic tetrameter and consists of
twelve lines in three stanzas.

The poem exemplifies the sensibility of war poets in "avoid[ing] sentimentality and self-pity
while describing the realities of war". It tells of the suicide of a young man sent off to war and
attacks the "'smug-faced' crowds who greet the returning soldiers". This is one of the poems
referenced when Copp states, "It was with poems like these that Sassoon, more than any other
trench poet writing in English, brought home to an uninformed public the true reality of the
ghastly nature of the war."
(https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suicide_in_the_Trenches)

Analysis
Suicide In The Trenches was first published in a collection of poems called Counter-Attack and
Other Poems by English war poet Siegfried Sassoon. All of the poems in the anthology draw from
Sassoon's own experiences fighting in the trenches during WorldWar I, and their sharp realism
gave the public a gritty and harrowing view of what the war had really been like for the men at
the front. This poem is a stark contrast to the more romanticized views of the war penned by
Sassoon's contemporaries Rupert Brooke and Jessie Pope.

The poem's speaker describes a generic soldier who arrives at the front filled with hope and
optimism, believing what he has been told about fighting for a better world, and knowing that if
he is called upon to sacrifice his life for the cause, then it is a noble cause. He is young and very
naive. The reality of the war changes him and unable to cope with the things he has seen, he
commits suicide in one of the trenches.

The poem is openly critical of the British public who were enthusiastic about the war and who
encouraged young men who were barely more than boys to give up their lives, without fully
understanding or educating themselves about what is waiting for them on the front lines.
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Sassoon himself had also been one of those optimistic, fresh-faced young soldiers. He was
decorated for bravery and awarded a military cross, but soon came to realize the futility of the
loss of lives he was witnessing. Through his poetry he became a vocal critic of the war,
particularly the jingoistic marketing of it by the nation's leaders and generals, and the way in
which the public bought into the propaganda. After penning Soldier's Declaration in 1917, and
creating a great deal of dissent within the military, he was admitted to Craiglockhart military
hospital for psychiatric treatment. Whilst at Craiglockhart he became friends with Wilfred Owen
who had viewed him as a mentor.

Summary
"Suicide in the Trenches" is a tragic and moving poem written by First World War poet Siegfried
Sassoon. Like most of Sassoon's poetry, "Suicide in the Trenches," is inspired by the poet's
personal experiences as a soldier.

The poem challenges patriotic portrayals of war, instead offering the stark reality. Beginning with
a description of a young soldier, who "grinned at life in empty joy," the speaker describes how he
was slowly worn down by the horrors of warfare.

In the "winter trenches," the young soldier endured terrible conditions, sharing the trenches
with lice. Shockingly, the speaker states that this once happy young man "put a bullet through
his brain," in response to his experiences. Here, Sassoon is showing how the experiences of
warfare can completely transform a person and destroy their mental stability.

Finally, the last stanza ends with an appeal to "smug-faced crowds," who cheer when soldiers
walk by. The speaker tells them that they should pray they will never know for themselves "the
hell where youth and laughter go." This is perhaps one of Sassoon's most powerful lines and
really emphasizes the psychological damage warfare can cause.

Important Characters
The Soldier Boy
The central character of the narrative is never identified by name. The opening line refers to him
only as a “simple soldier boy.” The rest of that first stanza goes on to portray him as typical
young man who is basically content with life and optimistic about the future. The experience of
serving as a soldier in World War One dramatically transforms him, however. He sinks so deeply
into depression and despondency that he winds up becoming a victim of the war by his own
hand when he shoots himself in the head.
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The Speaker
The speaker is also not identified except to announce in the opening line that he knew the
soldier boy back when he was happy-go-lucky. Because the poem turns into an anti-war screed
aimed directly at those members of the public who mindlessly cheer for soldiers marching past
out of a knee-jerk nationalistic pride uninformed by critical thought about the true cost of the
wars they support with jingoistic enthusiasm from save havens thousands of miles away from
the battlefield, the speaker is usually assumed to be the voice of the poet. Although Sassoon
served honorably as an officer in the war, his experience ultimately turned him into a fierce
opponent anti-war spokesman particularly committed to calling out the political hypocrisy
operating behind the scenes.

Critical Analysis
Sassoon's frustration and anger are palpable throughout the poem. Once upon a time, he had
been a fresh-faced young boy of a soldier himself too. The young man who is the speaker of the
poem tells us about could be Sassoon himself - or he could be one of the millions of other boys
sent to fight at the front. The young soldier is innocent, naive and completely unprepared for
what lies ahead of him; he has been sold a story of fighting for the greater good, of worthwhile
sacrifice, of pride for his family, but nothing that he experiences in the trenches seems to bear
any relation to what he has been told and what he believed wholeheartedly at the beginning.

The soldier is unable to cope with what he experiences in the trenches. The sounds, the smells,
the death, all around him, are too overwhelming, and gripped by depression he shoots himself
in the head.

He is quickly forgotten, his sacrifice no less great than the men who died at the hands of the
enemy, but not what is required by the propaganda machine at home that encourages mothers
to send their sons to make a similar sacrifice in the name of global regeneration.

Sassoon's anger is mostly directed towards the public in this poem because he feels that they are
too eager to believe what they are told, despite the fact that so many of their sons are not
coming home. They do not understand what they are sending their young men into yet they are
almost giddy with excitement about sending them. They are putting valor before the safety of
their young men and Sassoon does not try to hide his contempt for them with regard to this.

The poem is also in many ways a warning to the people whose sons do come home; the boy you
encouraged to go to war will not be the same boy when he comes home. It is impossible to
experience the trenches of France as a soldier, and retain any kind of joy, or innocence, or even
happiness. The public believe that when the war is won, everything will go back to normal, but
this is never going to be possible for the young soldiers who sacrificed themselves and their
innocence on the battlefield.
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Symbolism, Motifs and Allegory
The soldier's suicide
The soldier's suicide symbolizes the damaging psychological and emotional impact the first
world war had on soldiers. Although he was a happy person before the war, he was transformed
by his experiences, resulting in his suicide.

The structure of the poem
Sassoon deliberately structures this poem to reflect the dramatic transformation of the soldier,
after he endured life in the trenches. In the first stanza, the soldier is a happy young man, who
"whistled early with the lark." Suddenly in the second stanza, the soldier "put a bullet through
his brain." This reflects the shocking transformation of the soldier after his experiences of
warfare.

Sleeping soundly
Sassoon describes the young soldier in the first stanza, saying that he "slept soundly through the
lonesome dark." The fact he slept soundly represents the fact his life was untroubled and he was
generally an upbeat, positive person.

"No one spoke of him again."
The fact that no one spoke of the soldier's suicide symbolizes the fact that people didn't want to
acknowledge the devastating impact of the First World War. Many soldiers returned from the
war psychologically damaged, but this was often brushed under the carpet as the men were
perceived as "weak" and "cowardly."

"Smug-faced crowds"
In the final stanza, the speaker addresses the "smug-faced crowds" who cheer the soldiers on.
This represents members of the British public who supported the war and didn't acknowledge
how terrible it was for the men who fought.
(https://www.gradesaver.com/suicide-in-the-trenches)

Theme of The Tragedy and Horror of War
Siegfried Sassoon’s “Suicide in the Trenches” takes a bold and unflinching look at the horror of
war, specifically the First World War (1914-1918). The poem focuses on one “simple soldier”
who, in his ordinariness, stands in for millions of other young men. Torn from what would have
been a typical life of “youth and laughter,” Sassoon’s “boy” is quickly overwhelmed by the grim
realities of warfare and, in utter despair, shoots himself through the head.

The poem contrasts this direct experience of war—and the tragedy of the young man’s
suicide—with the “smug-faced crowds” who line the streets to “cheer […] soldier lads” (and, in
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turn, implicitly encourage the cycle of violence and waste of life). In this poem, “hell” is not a
far-off concept—but a reality on earth during war.

Sassoon begins by sketching a picture of the soldier’s innocent youthfulness prior to his
experience of war. The second stanza then places the reader in the trenches themselves, the site
of the suicide—while the third stanza functions as a warning to those back at home who know
nothing of what it’s like to fight in such a horrific conflict.

The poem portrays its main character as a typical young man. He was “simple,” and “grinned at
life in empty joy.” He would sleep well through the night and whistle with the birds in the
morning. In other words, this young man was just fine before war came along. Indeed, the First
World War exploited that youthful enthusiasm for life by making out that the war was some kind
of exciting adventure (a lie that Sassoon worked hard to expose through his poetry).

Soon enough, the reality of war takes over, and all it takes is a few details for the poem to convey
the mind-warping cruelty and hardship of the conflict. The young man becomes depressed by
what he’s seen, his once peaceful sleeping now ruined by “crumps” (the sounds of explosions)
and lice (maddening little insects that feed on human blood). The poem thus tries to give the
reader a small glimpse into the mental strain of warfare (which contrasts with the unthinking
patriotism of those back at home in the third stanza).

The young man then abruptly shoots himself in the trenches, driven to suicide by his horrific
experiences. Death then, is presented as preferably to the living hell that is war. What’s more,
this suicide takes place with a remarkable lack of ceremony—the young man matter-of-factly
“put[s] a bullet through his brain,” utterly alone and hopeless.

Furthermore, there is no time or space to grieve for him, because the war goes on. The young
man’s suicide thus echoes with all the untold tragedies of war, the poem subtly asking the reader
to imagine how many young lives ended similarly, their stories long forgotten. The soldier dies,
and is never spoken of again.

Finally, the poem shifts its focus back onto those at home (in this case, the U.K.). Here, crowds
applaud young men going off to war, unintentionally and unthinkingly encouraging this waste of
life to continue. There is also a kind of hypocrisy at play in the way that the patriotic public are
willing for these young men to die, but they themselves don't have direct experience of what
these young men are signing up for.

There is nothing to celebrate about war, argues the poem—and the speaker hopes that those
naively cheering back at home never have to learn what it’s like to be there first-hand. War is a
kind of hell where “youth and laughter” go to die, where innocence itself is slaughtered without
mercy.
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Important questions

1. How does the poet present his ideas of war?
2. What would be a critical appreciation of "Suicide in the Trenches"?
3. What is the message of the poem?
4. What is the main theme of "Suicide in the Trenches" by Siegfried Sassoon?
5. How is the theme presented/explored in "Suicide in the Trenches" by Siegfried Sasson?
6. How does Sassoon emphasize the soldier's innocence?
7. What is the impact of telling us about the soldier before he went to war?
8. What is Sassoon's message in the last stanza?
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About the Critic
(Refer to first section on T S Eliot)

Eliot as a critic
Often hailed as the successor to poet-critics such as John Dryden, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and
Matthew Arnold, T.S. Eliot’s literary criticism informs his poetry just as his experiences as a poet
shape his critical work. Though famous for insisting on “objectivity” in art, Eliot’s essays actually
map a highly personal set of preoccupations, responses and ideas about specific authors and
works of art, as well as formulate more general theories on the connections between poetry,
culture and society. Perhaps his best-known essay, “Tradition and the Individual Talent” was first
published in 1919 and soon after included in The Sacred Wood: Essays on Poetry and Criticism
(1920). Eliot attempts to do two things in this essay: he first redefines “tradition” by emphasizing
the importance of history to writing and understanding poetry, and he then argues that poetry
should be essentially “impersonal,” that is separate and distinct from the personality of its
writer. Eliot’s idea of tradition is complex and unusual, involving something he describes as “the
historical sense” which is a perception of “the pastness of the past” but also of its “presence.”
For Eliot, past works of art form an order or “tradition”; however, that order is always being
altered by a new work which modifies the “tradition” to make room for itself. This view, in which
“the past should be altered by the present as much as the present is directed by the past,”
requires that a poet be familiar with almost all literary history—not just the immediate past but
the distant past and not just the literature of his or her own country but the whole “mind of
Europe.”

Eliot’s second point is one of his most famous and contentious. A poet, Eliot maintains, must
“self-sacrifice” to this special awareness of the past; once this awareness is achieved, it will erase
any trace of personality from the poetry because the poet has become a mere medium for
expression. Using the analogy of a chemical reaction, Eliot explains that a “mature” poet’s mind
works by being a passive “receptacle” of images, phrases and feelings which are combined,
under immense concentration, into a new “art emotion.” For Eliot, true art has nothing to do
with the personal life of the artist but is merely the result of a greater ability to synthesize and
combine, an ability which comes from deep study and comprehensive knowledge. Though Eliot’s
belief that “Poetry is not a turning loose of emotion, but an escape from emotion; it is not the
expression of personality, but an escape from personality” sprang from what he viewed as the
excesses of Romanticism, many scholars have noted how continuous Eliot’s thought—and the
whole of Modernism—is with that of the Romantics’; his “impersonal poet” even has links with
John Keats, who proposed a similar figure in “the chameleon poet.” But Eliot’s belief that critical
study should be “diverted” from the poet to the poetry shaped the study of poetry for half a
century, and while “Tradition and the Individual Talent” has had many detractors, especially
those who question Eliot’s insistence on canonical works as standards of greatness, it is difficult
to overemphasize the essay’s influence. It has shaped generations of poets, critics and theorists
and is a key text in modern literary criticism.
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The Essay

Tradition and the Individual Talent

By

T S Eliot

In English writing we seldom speak of tradition, though we occasionally apply its name in

deploring its absence. We cannot refer to “the tradition” or to “a tradition”; at most, we employ

the adjective in saying that the poetry of So-and-so is “traditional” or even “too traditional.”

Seldom, perhaps, does the word appear except in a phrase of censure. If otherwise, it is vaguely

approbative, with the implication, as to the work approved, of some pleasing archaeological

reconstruction. You can hardly make the word agreeable to English ears without this comfortable

reference to the reassuring science of archaeology.

Certainly the word is not likely to appear in our appreciations of living or dead writers. Every

nation, every race, has not only its own creative, but its own critical turn of mind; and is even

more oblivious of the shortcomings and limitations of its critical habits than of those of its

creative genius. We know, or think we know, from the enormous mass of critical writing that has

appeared in the French language the critical method or habit of the French; we only conclude

(we are such unconscious people) that the French are “more critical” than we, and sometimes

even plume ourselves a little with the fact, as if the French were the less spontaneous. Perhaps

they are; but we might remind ourselves that criticism is as inevitable as breathing, and that we

should be none the worse for articulating what passes in our minds when we read a book and

feel an emotion about it, for criticizing our own minds in their work of criticism. One of the facts

that might come to light in this process is our tendency to insist, when we praise a poet, upon

those aspects of his work in which he least resembles any one else. In these aspects or parts of

his work we pretend to find what is individual, what is the peculiar essence of the man. We

dwell with satisfaction upon the poet’s difference from his predecessors, especially his

immediate predecessors; we endeavour to find something that can be isolated in order to be

enjoyed. Whereas if we approach a poet without this prejudice we shall often find that not only

the best, but the most individual parts of his work may be those in which the dead poets, his

ancestors, assert their immortality most vigorously. And I do not mean the impressionable

period of adolescence, but the period of full maturity.
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Yet if the only form of tradition, of handing down, consisted in following the ways of the

immediate generation before us in a blind or timid adherence to its successes, “tradition” should

positively be discouraged. We have seen many such simple currents soon lost in the sand; and

novelty is better than repetition. Tradition is a matter of much wider significance. It cannot be

inherited, and if you want it you must obtain it by great labour. It involves, in the first place, the

historical sense, which we may call nearly indispensable to any one who would continue to be a

poet beyond his twenty-fifth year; and the historical sense involves a perception, not only of the

pastness of the past, but of its presence; the historical sense compels a man to write not merely

with his own generation in his bones, but with a feeling that the whole of the literature of

Europe from Homer and within it the whole of the literature of his own country has a

simultaneous existence and composes a simultaneous order. This historical sense, which is a

sense of the timeless as well as of the temporal and of the timeless and of the temporal

together, is what makes a writer traditional. And it is at the same time what makes a writer most

acutely conscious of his place in time, of his own contemporaneity.

No poet, no artist of any art, has his complete meaning alone. His significance, his appreciation is

the appreciation of his relation to the dead poets and artists. You cannot value him alone; you

must set him, for contrast and comparison, among the dead. I mean this as a principle of

aesthetic, not merely historical, criticism. The necessity that he shall conform, that he shall

cohere, is not onesided; what happens when a new work of art is created is something that

happens simultaneously to all the works of art which preceded it. The existing monuments form

an ideal order among themselves, which is modified by the introduction of the new (the really

new) work of art among them. The existing order is complete before the new work arrives; for

order to persist after the supervention of novelty, the whole existing order must be, if ever so

slightly, altered; and so the relations, proportions, values of each work of art toward the whole

are readjusted; and this is conformity between the old and the new. Whoever has approved this

idea of order, of the form of European, of English literature will not find it preposterous that the

past should be altered by the present as much as the present is directed by the past. And the

poet who is aware of this will be aware of great difficulties and responsibilities.

In a peculiar sense he will be aware also that he must inevitably be judged by the standards of

the past. I say judged, not amputated, by them; not judged to be as good as, or worse or better

than, the dead; and certainly not judged by the canons of dead critics. It is a judgment, a

comparison, in which two things are measured by each other. To conform merely would be for

the new work not really to conform at all; it would not be new, and would therefore not be a

work of art. And we do not quite say that the new is more valuable because it fits in; but its

fitting in is a test of its value—a test, it is true, which can only be slowly and cautiously applied,
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for we are none of us infallible judges of conformity. We say: it appears to conform, and is

perhaps individual, or it appears individual, and many conform; but we are hardly likely to find

that it is one and not the other.

To proceed to a more intelligible exposition of the relation of the poet to the past: he can neither

take the past as a lump, an indiscriminate bolus, nor can he form himself wholly on one or two

private admirations, nor can he form himself wholly upon one preferred period. The first course

is inadmissible, the second is an important experience of youth, and the third is a pleasant and

highly desirable supplement. The poet must be very conscious of the main current, which does

not at all flow invariably through the most distinguished reputations. He must be quite aware of

the obvious fact that art never improves, but that the material of art is never quite the same. He

must be aware that the mind of Europe—the mind of his own country—a mind which he learns

in time to be much more important than his own private mind—is a mind which changes, and

that this change is a development which abandons nothing en route, which does not

superannuate either Shakespeare, or Homer, or the rock drawing of the Magdalenian

draughtsmen. That this development, refinement perhaps, complication certainly, is not, from

the point of view of the artist, any improvement. Perhaps not even an improvement from the

point of view of the psychologist or not to the extent which we imagine; perhaps only in the end

based upon a complication in economics and machinery. But the difference between the present

and the past is that the conscious present is an awareness of the past in a way and to an extent

which the past’s awareness of itself cannot show.

Some one said: “The dead writers are remote from us because we know so much more than

they did.” Precisely, and they are that which we know.

I am alive to a usual objection to what is clearly part of my programme for the métier of poetry.

The objection is that the doctrine requires a ridiculous amount of erudition (pedantry), a claim

which can be rejected by appeal to the lives of poets in any pantheon. It will even be affirmed

that much learning deadens or perverts poetic sensibility. While, however, we persist in

believing that a poet ought to know as much as will not encroach upon his necessary receptivity

and necessary laziness, it is not desirable to confine knowledge to whatever can be put into a

useful shape for examinations, drawing-rooms, or the still more pretentious modes of publicity.

Some can absorb knowledge, the more tardy must sweat for it. Shakespeare acquired more

essential history from Plutarch than most men could from the whole British Museum. What is to

be insisted upon is that the poet must develop or procure the consciousness of the past and that

he should continue to develop this consciousness throughout his career.
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What happens is a continual surrender of himself as he is at the moment to something which is

more valuable. The progress of an artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of

personality.

There remains to define this process of depersonalization and its relation to the sense of

tradition. It is in this depersonalization that art may be said to approach the condition of science.

I, therefore, invite you to consider, as a suggestive analogy, the action which takes place when a

bit of finely filiated platinum is introduced into a chamber containing oxygen and sulphur

dioxide.

II

Honest criticism and sensitive appreciation are directed not upon the poet but upon the poetry.

If we attend to the confused cries of the newspaper critics and the susurrus of popular

repetition that follows, we shall hear the names of poets in great numbers; if we seek not

Blue-book knowledge but the enjoyment of poetry, and ask for a poem, we shall seldom find it. I

have tried to point out the importance of the relation of the poem to other poems by other

authors, and suggested the conception of poetry as a living whole of all the poetry that has ever

been written. The other aspect of this Impersonal theory of poetry is the relation of the poem to

its author. And I hinted, by an analogy, that the mind of the mature poet differs from that of the

immature one not precisely in any valuation of “personality,” not being necessarily more

interesting, or having “more to say,” but rather by being a more finely perfected medium in

which special, or very varied, feelings are at liberty to enter into new combinations.

The analogy was that of the catalyst. When the two gases previously mentioned are mixed in the

presence of a filament of platinum, they form sulphurous acid. This combination takes place only

if the platinum is present; nevertheless the newly formed acid contains no trace of platinum,

and the platinum itself is apparently unaffected; has remained inert, neutral, and unchanged.

The mind of the poet is the shred of platinum. It may partly or exclusively operate upon the

experience of the man himself; but, the more perfect the artist, the more completely separate in

him will be the man who suffers and the mind which creates; the more perfectly will the mind

digest and transmute the passions which are its material.

The experience, you will notice, the elements which enter the presence of the transforming

catalyst, are of two kinds: emotions and feelings. The effect of a work of art upon the person

who enjoys it is an experience different in kind from any experience not of art. It may be formed

out of one emotion, or may be a combination of several; and various feelings, inhering for the

writer in particular words or phrases or images, may be added to compose the final result. Or

great poetry may be made without the direct use of any emotion whatever: composed out of
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feelings solely. Canto XV of the Inferno (Brunetto Latini) is a working up of the emotion evident

in the situation; but the effect, though single as that of any work of art, is obtained by

considerable complexity of detail. The last quatrain gives an image, a feeling attaching to an

image, which “came,” which did not develop simply out of what precedes, but which was

probably in suspension in the poet’s mind until the proper combination arrived for it to add itself

to. The poet’s mind is in fact a receptacle for seizing and storing up numberless feelings, phrases,

images, which remain there until all the particles which can unite to form a new compound are

present together.

If you compare several representative passages of the greatest poetry you see how great is the

variety of types of combination, and also how completely any semi-ethical criterion of

“sublimity” misses the mark. For it is not the “greatness,” the intensity, of the emotions, the

components, but the intensity of the artistic process, the pressure, so to speak, under which the

fusion takes place, that counts. The episode of Paolo and Francesca employs a definite emotion,

but the intensity of the poetry is something quite different from whatever intensity in the

supposed experience it may give the impression of. It is no more intense, furthermore, than

Canto XXVI, the voyage of Ulysses, which has not the direct dependence upon an emotion. Great

variety is possible in the process of transmutation of emotion: the murder of Agamemnon, or

the agony of Othello, gives an artistic effect apparently closer to a possible original than the

scenes from Dante. In the Agamemnon, the artistic emotion approximates to the emotion of an

actual spectator; in Othello to the emotion of the protagonist himself. But the difference

between art and the event is always absolute; the combination which is the murder of

Agamemnon is probably as complex as that which is the voyage of Ulysses. In either case there

has been a fusion of elements. The ode of Keats contains a number of feelings which have

nothing particular to do with the nightingale, but which the nightingale, partly, perhaps, because

of its attractive name, and partly because of its reputation, served to bring together.

The point of view which I am struggling to attack is perhaps related to the metaphysical theory

of the substantial unity of the soul: for my meaning is, that the poet has, not a “personality” to

express, but a particular medium, which is only a medium and not a personality, in which

impressions and experiences combine in peculiar and unexpected ways. Impressions and

experiences which are important for the man may take no place in the poetry, and those which

become important in the poetry may play quite a negligible part in the man, the personality.
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I will quote a passage which is unfamiliar enough to be regarded with fresh attention in the

light—or darkness—of these observations:

And now methinks I could e’en chide myself

For doating on her beauty, though her death

Shall be revenged after no common action.

Does the silkworm expend her yellow labours

For thee? For thee does she undo herself?

Are lordships sold to maintain ladyships

For the poor benefit of a bewildering minute?

Why does yon fellow falsify highways,

And put his life between the judge’s lips,

To refine such a thing—keeps horse and men

To beat their valours for her? . . .

In this passage (as is evident if it is taken in its context) there is a combination of positive and

negative emotions: an intensely strong attraction toward beauty and an equally intense

fascination by the ugliness which is contrasted with it and which destroys it. This balance of

contrasted emotion is in the dramatic situation to which the speech is pertinent, but that

situation alone is inadequate to it. This is, so to speak, the structural emotion, provided by the

drama. But the whole effect, the dominant tone, is due to the fact that a number of floating

feelings, having an affinity to this emotion by no means superficially evident, have combined

with it to give us a new art emotion.

It is not in his personal emotions, the emotions provoked by particular events in his life, that the

poet is in any way remarkable or interesting. His particular emotions may be simple, or crude, or

flat. The emotion in his poetry will be a very complex thing, but not with the complexity of the

emotions of people who have very complex or unusual emotions in life. One error, in fact, of

eccentricity in poetry is to seek for new human emotions to express; and in this search for

novelty in the wrong place it discovers the perverse. The business of the poet is not to find new

emotions, but to use the ordinary ones and, in working them up into poetry, to express feelings

which are not in actual emotions at all. And emotions which he has never experienced will serve

his turn as well as those familiar to him. Consequently, we must believe that “emotion
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recollected in tranquillity” is an inexact formula. For it is neither emotion, nor recollection, nor,

without distortion of meaning, tranquillity. It is a concentration, and a new thing resulting from

the concentration, of a very great number of experiences which to the practical and active

person would not seem to be experiences at all; it is a concentration which does not happen

consciously or of deliberation. These experiences are not “recollected,” and they finally unite in

an atmosphere which is “tranquil” only in that it is a passive attending upon the event. Of course

this is not quite the whole story. There is a great deal, in the writing of poetry, which must be

conscious and deliberate. In fact, the bad poet is usually unconscious where he ought to be

conscious, and conscious where he ought to be unconscious. Both errors tend to make him

“personal.” Poetry is not a turning loose of emotion, but an escape from emotion; it is not the

expression of personality, but an escape from personality. But, of course, only those who have

personality and emotions know what it means to want to escape from these things.

III

δ δε νους ισως Θειοτερον τι και απαθες εστιν

This essay proposes to halt at the frontier of metaphysics or mysticism, and confine itself to such

practical conclusions as can be applied by the responsible person interested in poetry. To divert

interest from the poet to the poetry is a laudable aim: for it would conduce to a juster

estimation of actual poetry, good and bad. There are many people who appreciate the

expression of sincere emotion in verse, and there is a smaller number of people who can

appreciate technical excellence. But very few know when there is an expression of significant

emotion, emotion which has its life in the poem and not in the history of the poet. The emotion

of art is impersonal. And the poet cannot reach this impersonality without surrendering himself

wholly to the work to be done. And he is not likely to know what is to be done unless he lives in

what is not merely the present, but the present moment of the past, unless he is conscious, not

of what is dead, but of what is already living.

Originally Published: October 13th, 2009

(https://www.poetryfoundation.org/articles/69400/tradition-and-the-individual-talent)
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Analysis of Tradition and the Individual Talent

"Tradition and the Individual Talent" (1919) is an essay written by poet and literary critic T. S.

Eliot. The essay was first published in The Egoist (1919) and later in Eliot's first book of criticism,

"The Sacred Wood" (1920). The essay is also available in Eliot's "Selected Prose" and "Selected

Essays".

While Eliot is most often known for his poetry, he also contributed to the field of literary

criticism. In this dual role, he acted as a cultural critic, comparable to Sir Philip Sidney and

Samuel Taylor Coleridge. "Tradition and the Individual Talent" is one of the more well known

works that Eliot produced in his critic capacity. It formulates Eliot's influential conception of the

relationship between the poet and preceding literary traditions.

This essay is divided into three parts: first the concept of "Tradition," then the Theory of

Impersonal Poetry, and finally the conclusion.

Eliot presents his conception of tradition and the definition of the poet and poetry in relation to

it. He wishes to correct the fact that, as he perceives it, "in English writing we seldom speak of

tradition, though we occasionally apply its name in deploring its absence." Eliot posits that,

though the English tradition generally upholds the belief that art progresses through change – a

separation from tradition, literary advancements are instead recognised only when they conform

to the tradition. Eliot, a classicist, felt that the true incorporation of tradition into literature was

unrecognised, that tradition, a word that "seldom... appear[s] except in a phrase of censure,"

was actually a thus-far unrealised element of literary criticism.

For Eliot, the term "tradition" is imbued with a special and complex character. It represents a

"simultaneous order," by which Eliot means a historical timelessness – a fusion of past and

present – and, at the same time, a sense of present temporality. A poet must embody "the

whole of the literature of Europe from Homer," while, simultaneously, expressing their

contemporary environment. Eliot challenges the common perception that a poet's greatness and

individuality lie in their departure from their predecessors; he argues that "the most individual

parts of his [the poet's] work may be those in which the dead poets, his ancestors, assert their

immortality most vigorously." Eliot claims that this "historical sense" is not only a resemblance to

traditional works but an awareness and understanding of their relation to his poetry.

This fidelity to tradition, however, does not require the great poet to forfeit novelty in an act of

surrender to repetition. Rather, Eliot has a much more dynamic and progressive conception of

the poetic process: novelty is possible only through tapping into tradition. When a poet engages

in the creation of new work, they realise an aesthetic "ideal order," as it has been established by
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the literary tradition that has come before them. As such, the act of artistic creation does not

take place in a vacuum. The introduction of a new work alters the cohesion of this existing order,

and causes a readjustment of the old to accommodate the new. The inclusion of the new work

alters the way in which the past is seen; elements of the past that are noted and realised. In

Eliot’s own words, "What happens when a new work of art is created is something that happens

simultaneously to all the works of art that preceded it." Eliot refers to this organic tradition, this

developing canon, as the "mind of Europe." The private mind is subsumed by this more massive

one.

This leads to Eliot’s so-called "Impersonal Theory" of poetry. Since the poet engages in a

"continual surrender of himself" to the vast order of tradition, artistic creation is a process of

depersonalisation. The mature poet is viewed as a medium, through which tradition is

channelled and elaborated. He compares the poet to a catalyst in a chemical reaction, in which

the reactants are feelings and emotions that are synthesised to create an artistic image that

captures and relays these same feelings and emotions. While the mind of the poet is necessary

for the production, it emerges unaffected by the process. The artist stores feelings and emotions

and properly unites them into a specific combination, which is the artistic product. What lends

greatness to a work of art are not the feelings and emotions themselves, but the nature of the

artistic process by which they are synthesised. The artist is responsible for creating "the

pressure, so to speak, under which the fusion takes place." And, it is the intensity of fusion that

renders art great. In this view, Eliot rejects the theory that art expresses metaphysical unity in

the soul of the poet. The poet is a depersonalised vessel, a mere medium.

Great works do not express the personal emotion of the poet. The poet does not reveal their

own unique and novel emotions, but rather, by drawing on ordinary ones and channelling them

through the intensity of poetry, they express feelings that surpass, altogether, experienced

emotion. This is what Eliot intends when he discusses poetry as an "escape from emotion." Since

successful poetry is impersonal and, therefore, exists independent of its poet, it outlives the

poet and can incorporate into the timeless "ideal order" of the "living" literary tradition.

Another essay found in Selected Essays relates to this notion of the impersonal poet. In "Hamlet

and His Problems" Eliot presents the phrase "objective correlative." The theory is that the

expression of emotion in art can be achieved by a specific, and almost formulaic, prescription of

a set of objects, including events and situations. A particular emotion is created by presenting its

correlated objective sign. The author is depersonalised in this conception, since he is the mere

effecter of the sign. And, it is the sign, and not the poet, which creates emotion.
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The implications here separate Eliot's idea of talent from the conventional definition (just as his

idea of Tradition is separate from the conventional definition), one so far from it, perhaps, that

he chooses never to directly label it as talent. The conventional definition of talent, especially in

the arts, is a genius that one is born with. Not so for Eliot. Instead, talent is acquired through a

careful study of poetry, claiming that Tradition, "cannot be inherited, and if you want it, you

must obtain it by great labour." Eliot asserts that it is absolutely necessary for the poet to study,

to have an understanding of the poets before them, and to be well versed enough that they can

understand and incorporate the "mind of Europe" into their poetry. But the poet's study is

unique – it is knowledge that "does not encroach," and that does not "deaden or pervert poetic

sensibility." It is, to put it most simply, a poetic knowledge – knowledge observed through a

poetic lens. This ideal implies that knowledge gleaned by a poet is not knowledge of facts, but

knowledge which leads to a greater understanding of the mind of Europe. As Eliot explains,

"Shakespeare acquired more essential history from Plutarch than most men could from the

whole British Museum."

(https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tradition_and_the_Individual_Talent)
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Important questions

1. Evaluate TS Eliot as a critic.

2. Summarize the essay Tradition and the Individual Talent in your own words.

3. What is T. S. Eliot's View on Historical Sense in "Tradition and the Individual Talent."?

4. What are some main points in T. S. Eliot's essay "Tradition and the Individual Talent"?

5. According to T. S. Eliot, what is the role of individual talent in the creative process of a

poet as in "Tradition and the Individual Talent"?

6. What is T.S. Eliot's concept of "tradition" and "individual talent" as put forth in his essay

"Tradition and the Individual Talent"?

7. Describe the "impersonal theory" of poetry by T. S. Eliot in "Tradition and the Individual

Talent."

8. Discuss T. S. Eliot's Objective Theory in reference to his essay "Tradition and the Individual

Talent."
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NOTES
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